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1. INTkOEUCTION

Owners of intellectual property are able to protect their rights by puisuing civil
remedies. Yet the possibility of civil sanctions alone is insufficient to deter
violators who steal trade secrets or infringe on others’ trademarks, copyrights, or
patents.1 Indeed, some intellectual property thieves view civil damage actions as

I. Historically, theft of trade secrets has been handled by civil remedies. Uowever, because of increased
technological complexity, delays in civil litigation4 and advances in computer technology, all of which permit
thieves to proftt more rapidly from trade secrets, iladiUona1 remedies, such as injunctions and civil damages, have
become largely ineffective. Furthermort, considering the intangible nature of trade secrets and the fact that
thieves are often judgment proof or too sophisticated to pursue, the civil remedy is quite illusory. See .1. Derek
Mason et a!., The Economic EspionageAct: Federal Protectionfor Coiporate Trade Secrets, 16 No. 3 COMPUTER
LAw 14, 15 1999.
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just another cost of doing business. It has been estimated that the theft of
intellectual property rights in the United States cost over $300 billion dollars in
1997, with high technology corporations most frequently targeted.2 A more recent
study sponsored by American Society for Industrial Security estimates that in
1999, Fortune 1000 companies alone lost more than $45 billion from theft of trade
secrets.3
The lack of deterrence associated with civil mechanisms has led the federal

government and most states to enact statutes designed to prevent the theft of
intellectual property rights. These are usually broadly-written statutes that encom
pass the intellectual property at issue in any given case. Other statutes arc
specifically tailored to the type of intellectual property for which protection is
sought, These latter provisions are used with increasing frequency to deter and
punish perpetrators.

This article examines several areas of intellectual property law under which
criminal prosecutions are brought. Section LI covers the theft of trade secrets, while
Section ifi discusses trademark counterfeiting. Section IV addresses copyright
infringement. Section V examines the new problems raised by online servers,
while Section VI looks at patents and Section VII at art crimes. Finally, Section
Vifi discusses sentencing for intellectual property crimes.

II. Tiiwr op ThADE SEcRETS

Prior to the enactment of the Economic Espionage Act, addressed in Part A, no
federal criminal statute dealt directly with the theft of intangible trade secrets.
Parts B through E of this Section will cover alternative statutes federal prosecutors
have used in the past, with limited success, to penalize the misappropriation of
trade secrets. These include the National Stolen Property Act, the Trade Secrets
Act, the Mail and Wire Fraud statutes, and the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt
Organizations Act. Finally, Part F describes state provisions used to combat trade
secret theft.

A. Economic Espionage Act of1996

In October 1996, discouraged by the failure of civil remedies to prevent trade
secret theft, the inability of prosecutors to effectively use other criminal statutes,

2. See Jack Nelson, Spies Took $300-Billion Toll on U.S- Finns in ‘97 Business: FBI Says Espionage is
Increasing, with at Least 23 Govenvnenls Targeting American Companies, L.A. ‘liMEs, Ian. 12, 1998, at AL
noting that numerous foreign governments are "targeting" intellectual property of American firms, especiaUy
trade secrets; Sharon walsh & Robert O’Harrnw, Jr., Trying to Keep a Lock on Company Secrets; Law
Enforcement Officials Fear Rise in Computer Crimes, Made Easier by TechnologkalAdvances, WASH. Posy, Feb.
[7, 1998, aWl describing computer espionage aimed at company secrats.

3. American Society for lndustiial SecurityfNcewaterhouseCoopcrs, ThE2W5 IN PROPRIETARY INFORMATION
Loss SURVEY R&owr, 1999 reporting statistics gathcred froma 1998 survey on loss of proprietary information.
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and the frequent efforts by foreign governments to obtain trade secrets from
American companies, Congress made the theft of trade secrets a federal crime by
enacting the Economic Espionage Act "EEA".4 The LEA established two
criminal offenses under which governments can prosecute trade secret theft. The
first offense, "economic espionage" "* 1831", arises only when the theft benefits
a foreign government.5 This carries higher penalties than the second offense, "theft
of trade secrets" " 1832", which is broader and generally concerns all trade
secret theft,6 The "theft of trade secrets" offense, though broader, includes three
requirements not necessaxy for prosecution under the "economic espionage"
offense. One is that the benefit intended to be conferred must be economi,c in
nature. In contrast, § 1831 simply requires that the defendant benefit the foreign
instrumentality in any manner. Secondly, § 1832 requires that the defendant
intended or knew that the offense would injure the owner of the trade secret. This
level of scienter is not necessary under § 1831. Finally, § 1832 demands that the
stolen information be involved in interstate commerce; this factor is unnecessary
under the "economic espionage" section.7

I. Definition of Trade Secret

The EEA defines trade secrets to include "all forms and types of financial,
business, scientific, technical, economic, or engineering information .. whether
tangible or intangible, and whether or how stored, compiled, or memorialized
physically, electronically, graphically, photographically, or in writing.. " Al
though substantially similar to the trade secret definition in the civil Uniform Trade
Secrets Act. "UTSA",9 the definition in the EEA is broader in an effort to

4. Economic Espionage Act of 1995, Pub. L. No. 104-294, 110 Stat. 3488 codilled at 18 U.S.C. ft 1831-
1839; see Gerald 1. Mossinghoff at at, The Economic Espionage Act: A New Federal Regime of Trade Secret
Protection, 791. Pat. & TkADEMARIC On’. Soc’v L91, 19 [-95 1997 discussingreasons for enactment of EM.

5. IS U.S.C. § 18311994 & Supp. IV 1998 delineatingwhatconstitutes economicespionage.
6. IS U.S.C. § 1832 1994 & Supp. IV 1998 delineating what constitutes theft of trade secrets. The EM

provides for a maximum term of imprisonment of fifteen years if the criminal act was done with the intent to
beneilt a foreign government aad ten years in all other cases. The maximum fine that may be imposed upon an
organization is $10 million if the intent of the organization was to benefit a foreign government. rn all other cases,
the maximum fine imposed on an organization is $5 million. 18 U.s.C. § 1831-1832 Supp. IV 1998.

7. United States v. Ilsu, 155 F.3d 189, 195-96 3d Cit. 1998 discussing limitations contained in § 1332 that
are not found in § 1331.

8. 18 U.S.C. § 1839 1994 & Supp. IV 1998 listing definitions of tem,s used in Chapter 90-Protection of
Trade Secrets. Even if the original owner never loses custody over his property, the ESA recognizes the toss of
value to that owner. See generally COMPUTER CRIME & INTELLECrUAI. PROPI1RTY SECTION, C!w,w4&L Division,
U.S. Dgp’T or Jusncs, FnioEgAj. Posnctmon or ViolATions or INmu.ECWAL PROPERTY Riowrs COPYRIGHTS,
ThWEMARKS AND fltADE SEcRgrs 73 1997 [hereinafter "Fiorzt. PRosEamoP MANuAL"l describing the
elements of the EBA, and other possible charges for the theft of trade secrets, available at http:/fwww.usdoj.gov/
criminal/cybercrime/intell_prop_rts/toc.htm.

9. Unn. TMDE SEatErs ACT § 1-12, 14 U.L.A. 437 1990 [hereinafter "UTSA"] describing civil penalties
for theft af trade secrets.
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modernize the law and "keep pace with growing technology, especially in the
computer and infonnation storage sectors."°

In order to protect property that is considered a trade secret, the owner of the
property must take reasonable measures to keep it secret." Additionally, the
economic value of the information must be derived from the public’s lack of
knowledge or inability to readily access the information through proper means.’2
This provision imposes a higher standard of sell-protection on the owner of a trade
secret than on owners of other types of property.’3

2. Tangibility

The FEA represents the first time federal legislation has specifically protected
intangible property without additional requirements, such as a use of mail or a wire
transmission. This protection of intangible property stems from the EEA’s broad
definition of trade secrets to include "all forms and types of... information...
whether tangible or intangible, and whether or how stored. .

.. "s The Act
therefore covers information stolen in electronic form or merely memorized.tS

However, the EEA’s legislative history indicates the provision covering memo
rized information was not intended to include general knowledge and skill learned
on a job when an employee leaves one company and moves to another in the same
or a similar field.’6

JO. Mossinghoff. supra note 4, at 197, The LEA trade secret definition is broader in that it expands the number
of trade secrets listed, expressly protects intangible information, and protects information in any form regardless
of how it is stored. See Arthur J. Schwab & David 1. Porter, Federal Prosecution of Trade Secrets: Understanding
the F.conomk Espionage Ac: of 1996, tO No. 4 J. PROPRIETARY Rn. 2, 3-4 1998 describing the LEA’s
expansion of the tITSA’s list of representative trade secrets; see also I. Derek Mason et al., The Economic
Espionage Act: Federal Protection for Corporate Trade Secrets, 16 No. 3 CoMPUTER LAw. 14, 14-16 1999
discussing the history and provisions of the Economic Espionage.

Ii. 18 U.S.C. § 1 8393A [994 & Supp. IV 1998 defining trade secret. ‘this is similar to the UTSAwbich
obligates owners to take "efforts which are reasonable under the circumstances to maintain its secrecy." UTSA § I
1996.

12. iS U.S.C. § 18393E 1994 & Supp. IV 1998; see Michael C. Radigan, Safeguarding Against Economic
Espionage, 221 N.Y. U. 88 May 10, 1999 discussing the legal &amework for protection of trade secrets and
recommending preventativemeasures for protecting corporate assets from theft. This requirement is broader than
the tJ.T.S.A,’s corresponding provision. The U.T.S.A. requires the person raisappropriating the trade secret be the
one who will benefit economically from its disclosure or use. Mason, .supra note 10, at 16.

13. See FEDERAL PROSECUTION MANUAL, supra note 8, at 75.
14. 18 U.S.C. § 18393 1994& Supp. LV 1998.
15. See James H. A. Pooley et at, Understanding the Economic Espionage Act of 1996,5 Thx. LNTELL. PROP.

Li. 177, 189-90 1997 arguing that mere memorization and use of general experience gained should not be a
basis for civil liability against former employees.

16. HR. Rep. No.104-788, at 71996, reprinted in 1996 U.S.C.C.A.N. 4021,4026 hereinafter "EEAF{ousE
Rzpoai"] reporting legislative history of the EBA.
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3. Intent and Method ofMisappropriation

Under § 1831, the perpetrator must intend or know that the "offense will benefit
any foreign government, foreign instrumentality, or foreign agent."17
When trade secret theft does not benefit a foreign government, provisions of

§ 1832 apply. Under the EBA, "theft of trade secrets" requires specific intent and
methods of misappropriation. Section 1832 states broadly that any unauthorized
possession of a trade secret with intent to injure another violates the Act.
The EEA intent requirements include "knowingly" intending "to convert a trade

secret," while "knowing that the offense will . .. injure any owner of that trasle
secret."19 Consequently, the scope of the EBA is somewhat more limited than its
civil counterpart, the UTSA, which does not require that the "defendant be aware
of the trade secret."2° However, § 1832 does not require that the defendant be
aware of the trade secret under its attempt and conspiracy provisions.2’
At the same time, the EBA’s definition of "theft" of a trade secret is broader than

the UTSA’s, which defines "theft" as misappropriation by improper means? In
contrast, the EEA defines three categories of theft: 1 stealing or obtaining by

17. 18 U.s.C. 1831a 1994& SupplY 1998 delineating whatconstituxeseconomic espionage.
28. Section 1832 states in relevant part:

[w]hocver. with intent to convert a trade secret, that is related to or included in a product that is
produced for or placed in interstate or foreign commerce, to the economic benefit of anyone other
than the owner thereof, and intending or knowing that the offense will, injure any owner of that

* trade secret, knowingly-I steals, or without authorization appropriates, takes, carries away, or
conceals, or by fraud, artifice, or deception obtains such information; 2 without authorization
copies, duplicates, sketches, draws, photographs, downloads, uploads, alters, destroys, photo
copies, replicates, transmits, delivers, sends, mails, communicates, or conveys such information;
3 receives, buys, or possesses such information, knowing die same to have been stolen or
appropriated, obtained, or convened without authorization; 4 attempts to commit any offense
described in paragraphs I through 3; orS conspires with one or more other persons to commit
any offense described in paragraphs 1 through 3, and one or more of such persons do any act to
effect the object of the conspiracy..

18 U.S.C. § 1832a 1994 & Supp. IV 1998. The five clauses of § 1831a and 1832a are the same and are
presumably disjunctiveso that violation of any oneclause is sufficient to violate the statute, 18 U.S.C. § 1831a,
1832a Supp. IV 1998. Section 1832 contains three limitations not found in § 1831: 1 defendant must intend
to convert a trade secret to the economic benefit of someone other than the owner; 2 defendant must intend or
know the threat will injure the owner of the trade secret; and 3 the trade secret must be "related to or included in
a product that is produced for or placed in interstate or foreign commerce." United States v. Hsu. 155 F.3d 189,
196 3d Cr. 1998 holding that impossibility is not a defense to attempted trade secret theft, even where no actual
trade secret is used in an investigation of an LEA violation.

19. 18 U.S.C. § 1832a 1994 & Supp. IV 1998 delineating what constitutes theft of a trade secret.
20. IJTSA, 14 U.L.A. 437 1990.
21. Hsu, 155 ESd at 198 "attempt and conspiracy.., do not require proof of the existence of an actual trade

secret.".
22. See Pooley, supra note IS. at 192 & n.9 I defining misappropriation under the UTSA.
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deception, 2 copying, destroying, or conveying, and 3 mere receipt of stolen
infonnation.23

4. Applicability to Conduct Abroad

Another expansive provision of the BEA is 1837, which allows the govern
ment to prosecute conduct that occurs overseas if the party involved in the activity
is bound by U.S. federal law or if an "act in furtherance of the offense was
committed in the United States."24 The first provision in § 1837 extends the
jurisdictional reach of the federal government to penalize the actions of U.S.
citizens and corporations abroad, even when there is no other connection with the
United States.25 The second provision enables the federal government to pursue
trade secret theft outside of the country as long as some part of the activity, such as
a phone call, was connected to the United States.26

At the same time, § 1833 narrows the scope of the act by providing two
exceptions relating to law enforcement and other governmental activities.27 The
first exception allows the government to continue an otherwise lawful "investiga
tive, protective, or intelligence activity."28 The second exception permits the
reporting of suspected criminal activity to law enforcement.29

5. Prosecutions Under the EEA

As the EEA is a relatively new law, the government ha only begun to prosecute
violators. Some commentators have attributed the slow enforcement to the tension
between criminal law and the generally civil nature mid history of intellectual
property protection.30 Commentators also speculate that the government will wait

23. 18 U.s.c. § 1832a3 1994 & Supp. IV 1998 applying the act to anyone who knowingly "receives,
buys, or possesses such information, knowing the same to have been stolen or appropriated, obtained, or
converted without authorization"; see Pooley, supra note 15, at 192 stating that LEA provisions are in some
respects significantly broader than other civil trade secret laws.

24. 18 U.S.C. § 1837 1994 & Supp. IV 1998 describing the applicability of the BEA to conduct outside the
United States.

25. 18 U.S.C. § 18371 £1994 & Supp. IV 1998 extending the LEA’s jurisdictional tenth to citizens,
permanent residents, or organization organized under laws of the United States.

26. 18 U.S.C. § 18372 1994 & Supp. IV 1998 extending the EEA’sjurisdiccional reach to crimes where
"some act in furtherance of the offense was committed in the United States".

27. Section 1833 states:

Bihis chapter does not prvhibit-. I any otherwise lawful activity conducted by a governmental
entity of the United States, a State, or a political subdivision of a State; or 2 the reporting of a
suspected violation of law to any governmental entity of the United Stares, a State, ora political
subdivision of a State, if has lawful authority with respect to that vioLation.

l8U.S.C. 18331994&Supp.IV 1998.
28. LEA HOUSE RepoRT, supra note 16, at 14.
29. Id.
30. See Gerald 1, Mossinghoff cc aL, The Economic Espionage Act: A Prosecution Update, 80 3. PAr. &

ThADEMARK On’. Soc’ 360, 3661998 reporting criminal actions and convictions under the LEA.
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for cases where "the blatancy of the theft and the potential ease of conviction" are
obvious.31 Others attribute the conservative use of the BEA as a result of
Congress’s concern about stifling competition.32

The government has brought at least eleven criminal actions under the EEA.33
All are fairly sraightforward, stemming from FBI stings, and were filed under
§ l832. Cases filed under the I3EA include the theft of trade secrets involving a
cancer-fighting drug, Taxol,35 PPG Industries’ glass-making process,36 Intel com
puters,37 a veterinary test kit owned by ldexx Laboratories of Maine,38 a breast
cancer treatment called Taximofen,39 designs for a controlling mechanism for a
coal-mining machine manufactured by Joy Mining Machinery Inc.,40 and a
proprietary software program developed by Deloitte-Touche,4’ The EEA has also
been used to prosecute the attempted theft of Hoffman La Roche’s Hepatitis C
monitoring kit,42 future razor systems from the Gillette Company,43 and the
attempted sale of marketing plans and subscription lists to a rival newspapert

31. Victoria Slind-Flor, New Spy Act to Boost Mute-altar Defense Biz: Enhanced Enfomement of Trade
Secret Theft Expected. NAT’L LI., July 28, 1997, at Al; see aLso Mossiaghoff, supra note 30. at 367 opining
government desire to "work out the ‘bugs’ in new law" with lesser offenders before pursuing more serious cases.

32. See Joel M. Androphy et al., Criminal PrDsecutions of Trade Secret Theft: The Emergence oft/it economic
Espionage Act, 38-Aug. Hous. LAW. 16, 17 2000 describing the LEA as an emerging tool to protect trade
secrets in the age of technological advances.

33. The FBI investigated approximateLy 800 flEA cases in 1998. See Mason, snpra note I, at 18 citing Too
Much Trust: Are trade secrets safe with suppliers?, Irnusnty WeeK, Nov. 2, 1998, at 27.

34. See Mossiughoff, supra note 30, at 366-67. Although some current cases involve foreign companies and
nationals, there have been no cases under § 1831 ‘involving the theft of trade secrets to benefit foreign
governments, instrumentalities, or agents.

35. United States v. Hsu, 155 F,3d 189, 191-92 3d Cit 1998; see United States v. Hsu, 40 F. Supp. 24 623,
627-28 ED. Pa. 1999 holding on remand that the LEA is not unconstitutionally vague as applied to defendant,
and did not implicate defendant’s first amendment right to free speech. Rut see Robin I. Ryan, The
Criminolization ofTrade Secret Theft Under the Economic Espionage Act of1996: An Evaluation of United States
p. tIsu, 25 U. DAYTON L. Rev. 243, 244-45 2000 arguing that, despite the distrIct court’s decision, the EBA
conflicts with the constitutional requir-ement that statutes define the crime with sufficient cLarity.

36. See Slind-Flor, supra note 31. at Al noting that the PPG case s,as one of the first two prosecutions under
the Act.

37. United States v. Pringle, Criminal No. 98-M-37 filed E.fl. TeL 1998 discussing alleged theft of Intel
computers; United States v. Hallstead, Criminal No. 98-CR-00041 filed ED. Tex. 1998 same.

38. United States v. Camp et a., Criminal No, 98-CR-00048 filed ED. Me. 1998.
39. Slind-Flor, supra note 31. nrA I.
40. United States v. Fulton, Criminal No. 9S-CR-00054 filed N.D. Ga. 1998.
41. SeeUnited States v. Tnijillo-Cohen, Criminal No. CR-H-97-251 filed S,D.Tex. 1997 charging defendant

with knowing conversion of proprietary software program by selling it for her personal benefit. The employee
pled guilty to one count under the ElBA and one count of mail fraud. She was sentenced to forty-eight months in
prison for each count and was ordered to pny $337,000 in Ml immediately, See Mossinghoff, supra note 30, at
366 aoting that Trrsjillo-Cohen appears to be the first case that cites no other criminal statutes other than the EEA
in the indicunent.

42. United States t Pei, Criminal No. 98-M-04090 filed D.NJ. 1998.
43. See Mossinghoff, supra note 30, at 365-66 discussing Gillette employee’s attempts to sell trade secrets to

competitors.
44. See Id. at 366 discussing arrest of circulation managers after allegedly offering to sell marketing plans and

subscription lists to rival newspaper.
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Lastly, in April 1999, a Taiwanese businessman and hIs daughter were convicted of
conspiracy to steal trade secrets and attempted theft of trade secrets under the BEA,
in connection with the theft of trade secrets from the Avery Dennison Corporation
relating to fonnulations for self-adhesive products, initially valued at $50-$60
million.45

6. Defenses

Defenses to the EEA include: 1 independent development; 2 reverse engineeç
ing; 3 and lack of secrecy. All of the defenses are available in civil misappropria
tion cases, though not statutorily specified in the EEA.

B. National Stolen Property Act

The National Stolen Property Act "MSPA"41 provides criminal sanctions for
any person who "transports, transmits, or transfers in interstate or foreign com
merce any goods, wares, merchandise, securities or money, of the value of $5,000
or more, knowing the same to have been stolen, converted or taken by fmud...
Federal courts have held that under certain circumstances the NSPA is applicable

45. See United States v. Yang, 74 F. Supp. 2d 724 N.D. Ohio 1999 denying defendant’s motion for a new
trial after conviction under the LEA; see also Mossinghoff, supra note 30, at 365 discussing the Yang arrests
resulting from FBI sting operation: Daniel Eiscnberg, Eyeing the Competition, ‘flME, Mar. 22, 1999, at 58
discussing lawsuits, including that against the Yangs, filed under the LEA.
4& See 142 Couo. REC. 512,212-13 daily S. Oct. 2. 1996 statement of Seas. Spector and Kohl asserting
1 that parallel development of a trade secret cannot constitute a violation of the LEA, 2 that reverse
engineering of a product to which access has been lawfully gained cannot constitute a violation of the LEA, and
3 that where an owner fails to safeguard his trade secret, no one can be rightfully accused of misappropriating it.
See Generally Michael Coblenz, Intellectual Property Crimes, 9 As-s. U. So. & Thca 235 , 294-95 1999
describing defenses to and sanctions for intellectual property crimes; Dennis!. Kelly & Paul it. Mastrocola, The
Economic EspionageAc: of1996,26 Nsw Ena. I. ON CRIM. & Civ. CoNnNalaa 181, 1872000 noting that the
LEA’s legislative histoiy shows that Congress did not intend "parallel development" or "reverse engineering" to
be crimes.

47. 18 U.S.C. § 2314 1994. The NSPA was intended "to fight the ‘roving criminal’ whose access to
automobiles made it easy to move stolen property across state lines.. . frustrating local law enforcement." Keith
0. Krakaur & Robert C. Juman, 1%vo New Federal Offenses Help Battle Corporate Espionage, 4 No. 2 Bus.
Clw1Es Buss.: COMn,wcc& Lmo. 7,71997.

48. 13 U.S.C. § 2314 1994. Section 2314 provides criminal sanctions to anyperson who:

having devised or intending to devise any scheme or aitifice to defraud, or for obtaining money or
property by means of false or fraudulent pretenses, representations, or promises, transports Cf

causes to be transported, or induces any person or persons to travel iii, or to be transported in
interstate or foreign commerce in the execution or concealment of a scheme or artifice to defraud
that person or those persons of money or property having a value of $5,000 or more....

18 U.S.C. § 23141994.
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to the theft of tangible property containing trade secrets,49 even though the NSPA
was not designed or intended to apply to trade secret theft.5°

1. Transported in interstate or Foreign Commerce

To fall within the scope of the NSPA, allegedly stolen trade secrets must be
transported or transferred in interstate or foreign commerce.5’ This requirement
exists because Congress enacted the statute under the authority of the commerce
clause, The purpose of the statute was to combat theft across state and foreign
boundaries, previously not actionable by individual state and foreign goveyn
ments.52 The prosecution must also prove that the stolen item was physically
transported.53 It is not enough for the prosecution to establish the presence of a
stolen trade secret in a state or country other than its original location.54

2. Goods, Wares or Merchandise

Goods, wares or merchandise have been defined broadly as "such personal
property or chattels as are ordinarily a subject of commerce."55 Courts have also

49. See United States v. Stegora, 849 P.24 291, 292 8th Cit 1988 ruling that theft of sample of synthetic
casting material used in repairing broken bones falls under NSPA even though a major portion of its value comes
from an intangible component; United States v. Bottone, 365 P.24 3894 393-94 24 Cit 1966 holding NSPA
applicable to theft copies, made by thieves, of documents containing trade secrets; United States v. Seagraves,
265 F.2d 876, 880 3d Cir. 1959 finding that theft of geophysical maps identifying possible oil deposits falls
under NSPA.

50. See Spencer Simon, The Economic Espionage Act of 1996, 13 BERKELEY Thcii Li. 305, 306 1998
explaining the history of the National Stolen Property Act.

51. IS U.S.C. 23141994 crimirializing transportation of stolen goods in interstate or foreign commerce;see
Van Dorn Co. v. }lowington, 623 F. Supp. 1548, 1558 Ni. Ohio 1985 holding insufficient a claim under the
National Stolen Property Act that did not allege interstate transportation of the stolen property.

52. See Peter J. 0. Toren, The Prosecution of Trade Secret Thefts Under Federal Law, 22 PEP?. L. Rev, 59,
67-68 1994 describing the rationale underlying the enactment of the National Stolen Property Act.

53. United States v. Brown, 925 F.2d 1301.130910– Cir. 1991 dismissing indictment for lack of proof that
computer program was physically removed from plStifrs place of business.

54. See Abbott v. United States, 239 P.2d 310, 312 5th Cir. 1956 requiring government to prove "[wiho
carried it, or bow, or who caused itto be transported"; see afro Bottone, 365 F.2d at 393.94 finding NSPAcovers
stolen photocopies transported in interstate commerce; Howington, 623 F. Supp. at 1558 holding that plaintiff
must allege transportation with particularity rather than "merely stat[ing] that a trade secret was appropriated in
violation of the statutes".

55. United States v. Seagraves, 265 P.2d 876. 880 3d Cir. 1959 citing definition in Bt.*cic’s LAW DICTIONARY
823 4th ed. 1951. In Seagraves. the stolen trade secrets were geophysical and geological maps produced by
Gulf Oil and copied with its equipment onto its paper. The court distinguished the instant case front others by
noting that the trade secrets stolen were "the permanent form into which was cast the advice and assistance for
which the defendants were consulted.’ M at 880. Evideace showed that maps of this type were frequently sold. In
addition, expert testimony established the value of some of the individual maps at well over $5,000. U. Other
courts have interpreted goods, wares or merchandise similarly. See Brown, 925 F.2d at 1308-09 concluding that
goods, wares, or merchandise must be transported in physical form to qualify as stolen trade secrets wider NSPA;
United States v. Clreenwald, 479 F.2d 320, 322 6th Cir. 1973 finding documents containing chemical
formulation to be goods, wares, or merchandise given the established and viable, albeit limited, market itt
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held that trade secrets must be stolen while in a tangible form or in conjunction
with tangible goods.56 A violation cannot be established if, for example, a thief
merely memorizes a secret formula and then writes it down after crossing a state or
foreign boundary."

3. Minimum Value of$5,000

The intent of the NSPA is to address only the theft of items having substantial
market value.58 Courts have taken a variety of approaches in determining the
"value" of trade secrets. Some courts have looked for an actual market for the
products embodying the stolen trade secrets to determine their value.59 Absent a
market, courts have looked for "any reasonable method" of valuation.60 Another
alternative is using the black market price.6’

4. Stolen, Convene4, or Taken by Fraud

Finally, the NSPA requires a physical theft; the "goods, wares, [or] merchan
dise" must be physically "stolen, converted or taken by fraud."62

5. Knowledge that Items Were Stolen

Possession of stolen trade secrets by a defendant is not sufficient to place a

chemical foniiulations and that established market among chemical competitors for chemical formulations is
sufficient to make stolen chemical formula "good" within meaning ofNSPA.

56. Eg., United States v. Lyons, 992 F.2d 1029, 1033 10th Cr. 1993 holding that computer software stolen
in conjunction with computer hardware was theft of tangible property.

57. E.g.. RE. Davis Chem. Corp. v. Nalco Cheat Co., 757 F Supp. 1499, 1512 N.D. III, 1990 noting that
documents obtained and studied within boundaries ofTexas had not crossed state lines.

58. E.g., United States v. SchMitt, 266 R24 435, 439 2d Cit. 1959, off d, 362 U.S. 511 1960 relying on
legislative history to conclude that paipose of $5000 minimum value is to avoid placing too great a burden on
Department of Justice.

59. See Seagraves, 265 F.2d at 880 3d Cit 1959 jooldng to experts’ valuation for type of maps stolen to determine
their market value; Gmenwa&1 479 E2d at 321 zknowledging established market of chemical formulae and
formulations. Bar gee United Stares v. Coviello, 225 F.3d 54, 63 1st Cit 2C0 Qrolding proper measue of loss was
standard wholesale price of stolen CD-ROM discs; In me Veticker. 446 F.2d 244,248 2d Cit 1971 refusing to find
market for papers showing individuals who are or may have engaged in criminal activity or showing procedures used by
FBI in tmclcing than down; United States v. Willette, 764 F Supp. 759,761-62 N.D.N.Y. 1991 refusing to determine
value of stolen knives based on retail price when ownerwas part of wholesale market.

60. See United States v. Wilson, 900 F,24 1350, 1355-569th Cit 1990 rejecting strict market value in cases
of goods with no readily ascertainable market value and allowing any reasonable method of ascribing an
equivalent monetary value to the items; United States v. Stegora, 849 F.2d 291,2928th Cir. 1988 valuing trade
secret by looking to amount owner invested in development arid production of trade secret; but see Abbott v.
United States, 239 Rid 310,312-13 SIb Cit. 1956 rejecting alternate valuation scheme and interpreting 2311
to require establishment of genuine market value-where willing buyers bargain with willing sellers-to meet
minimum value requirement.

61. See United States v. Jackson, 576 E2d 749, 757 8th Cir. 1978 approving use of "thieves’ market value"
as proper means of appraising stolen goods or chattels.

62. 18 U.S.C. § 2314 1994 describing crime of transportation of stolen property.
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potential transgressor of § 2314 within the boundaries of the NSPA. The govern
ment must introduce evidence establishing that the defendant knew the items were
stolen? The defendant’s knowledge of the illegal origin of the trade secret may be
infened from the defendant’s behavior.64

6. Shoncomings ofthe NSPA

With the rapid growth of computerized digital technologies, prosecutors often
have difficulty obtaining convictions under the NSPA. The intangible nature of
many trade secrets has prevented the government from using the NSPA to
prosecute trade secret theft because the statute is limited to "goods, wSs,
merchandise, securities or money," which are tangible property.65

For instance, in United States v. Brown, the Tenth Circuit considered a
prosecution under the NSPA arising out of the alleged theft of a computer program
and its source code.67 Although the stolen program was recovered at the defen
dant’s residence, the prosecution could not prove that the software had been
physically removed from plaintiff’s place of business.68 The intangible properties
of computer programs led the court to state that for § 2314 to apply "there must be
some tangible item taken, however insignificant or valueless it may be, absent the
intangible component." Accordingly, the Tenth Circuit held that the "essential
ingredient of [ 23 143-the involvement of physical ‘goods, wares, [or] merchan
dise’ that were themselves ‘stolen, converted or taken by fraud’-was missing ..

.

63. IS U.S.C. § 2314 1994 "[W]hoever transports ... goods, waits, merchandise.., knowing the sante to
have been stolen.".

64. See United States v. Bonone, 365 R2d 389, 392-93 U Cit. 1966 holding proof of defendant’s comings
and goings clearly sufficient to suggest he knew he was selling stolen goods.

65. 18 U.S.C. § 23141994 criminalizing theft of goods, waits, merchandise, securities, or money, But see
United States v. Riggs, 739 F. Supp. 414,421 ND. UI. 1990 applying NSPA’s "goods, wares, or merchandisC
definition to intangible proprietaxy business information affixed to some tangible medium such as a piece of
paper.

66, Brvwn, 925 F.2d 1301 affirming dismissal of indictment under NSPA because stolen computer program
did not constitute goods under the net.

67. Id. at 1302.
68. Id. at 1305.
69. Id. at 1307 n. 14. The court explained that:

section] 2314 applies only to physical "goods, wares or merchandise." Purely intellectual
property is not within this category. It can be represented physically, such as through wiit’wg on a
page. but the underlying, intellectual property itself, remains intangible. It is true that the
intellectual property involved in the instant case was morn nearly "stolen, convened or taken by
fraud" in the sense that it was at no time freely presented to the public ... . We hold that the
computer program itseLf is an intangible intellectual property, and as such, it alone cannot [sici
constitute goods, or wares. . . which have been stolen, convened or taken within the meaning of
§ 2314 or 2315.

Id. at 1307-08 citations omitted.
70. IS at 1301; ef United States v. Lyons, 992 F.2d 1029, 1033 10th Cit 1993 distinguishing Bmwn and

allowing sentencing under NSPA because defendant stole both software and hardware.
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Additionally, the NSPA does not allow for convictions based solely on at
tempted theft or receipt of stolen goods.71

C. Trade Secrets Act

Prior to the EHA, the only federal statute that specifically addressed the theft of
trade secrets was the Trade Secrets Act "TSA", which prohibits the unauthorized
disclosure of confidential information by government employees?2 Due to two
key shortcomings of the TSA, federal prosecutors have more often turned to the
NSPA and Mail and Wire Fraud statutes for criminal misappropriation of trade
secrets.73 The first shortcoming is that the TSA does not apply to private sector
employees.74 Additionally, the statute provides only for misdemeanor sanctions,
offering few deteffent effects.75

The statute has been used to seek the injunction of the government’s release of
technical data belonging to a government contractor.76 However, in order for
information to be considered "confidential" under the act, the party seeking an
injunction must prove that substantial competitive harm would result from the
disclosure of the information,"

D. Mail and Wire Fraud Statutes

The mail and wire fraud statutes78 provide criminal sanctions for
using or attempting to use the mails" and wire services to perpetrate

71. See United States v. Portrait of Wally, 105 F. Supp. 2d 288, 290-9I S.D.N.Y. 2000 holding applicable
federal common law doctrine that a defendant "cannot be convicted of receiving stolen goods if, before the stolen
goods reached the receiver, the goods had been recovered by their owner or his agent, including the police".

72. 18 U.S.C. § 1905 1994 crixninalizing disclosure of confidential information by an officeror employee of
the United States. See United States v. Wallington, 829 F,2d 573, 577-78 5th Cir. 1989 noting that the Act
prohibits the disclosure of information only if the information is confidential, and the federal employee knew the
information to be so.

73. See Pooley, supra note IS, at 179-80.
74. See 18 U.S.C. § 19051994 describing crime of disclosw’eof confidential information.
75. See Pooley, supra note 15, at 179; 18 U.S.C. 419051994 providing for fines or imprisonment of not

more than one year, or both, for disclosure of confidential information by an officer or employee of the United
States,

76. See Megapulse, Inc. v. Lewis, 672 F.2d 959, 971 D.C. Cir. 1982 holding that district court had
jurisdiction oversuit brought by government contractor seeking injunctive relief to prevent an alleged violation of
the Trade Secrets Act.

77. See Hercules, Inc. v. Mamh, 659 F. Supp. 849, 855 W.D.Va. 1987 holding that directory was not
"confidential inlonnatipn" under the Trade Secrets Act because release of information could not cause
competitive harm to objecting company

78. 18 U.S.C. §41341, 13431994 describing elements of mail or wire fraud crimes.
79. The mail fraud statute is flexible since almost any use of the mail brings one under the statute’s

prohibitions. See Schmuck v. United States, 499 U.S. 705, 710-lI 1989 holding that use of the mails need not
he essential part of schemebut only a "step in thej plot".
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fraud.8° Unlike the NSPA, these statutes may be applied to the theft of intangible
rights,81 such as trade secrets.82

Violation of these statutes does not require proof that the scheme’s victims were
in fact defrauded,83 that the defendant gained anything through the scheme,84 or
that there was reliance by the injured party.85 Rather, violations turn on actual
intent to harm the victim,86

Appellate courts have upheld convictions under the mail and wire fraud statutes
even when there has been no violation of the NSPA.87 The courts were able to do
so because of the statute’s broad definition of property.88 However, under the mail
and wire fraud statutes, use of the mail or wire is necessary for .there to be a
misappropriation.89
More recently, the mail and wire fraud statutes have been used to give owners of

intellectual property standing to bring a civil claim under the Racketeer Influenced
and Con’upt Organizations Act "R1CO"?°

E. Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt OrganizationsAct

Criminal sanctions for theftof trade secrets are also available under the RICO.9’

80. Ear a more extensive discussion of the mail and wire fraud statutes, see the MAIL ,em WrRB FRAUD article
in this issue. See United States v. McNeive, 536 F,2d 1245, 1247 1976 constniing the statute in tight of its
manifest purpose to prohibit all attempts to defraud by any form of misrepresentation.

81. 18 U.s.c. § 13461994 defining "scheme or artifice to defraud" for purposes of null fraud chapter.
82. E.g.. United States v. Henry, 29 R3d 112, 114 3d Dr. 1994 stating that "[tihe statutes cover schemes to

defraud another of intangible property, such as confidential business information".
83. £g., Sunbird Mr Serv. v. Beech Aircraft Corp., Civ. A. No. 89-218 1-V. 1992 WL 135021, at 4 CD. Kan.

May 29, 1992 rejecting defendant’s argument in favor of its motion to dismiss that plaintiff had failed to show
victims were actually defrauded.

84. E.g., Ginsburg v. United States, 909 K2d 982, 991 7th Cit. 1990, aff’d, 909 E2d 982 7th Ci:. 1990
finding that "actual success of a scheme to defraud is not required for a mail fraud conviction’.

85. E.g., Shaw v. Rolex Watch U.S.A., Inc., 726K Supp. 969,972 S.D.N.t1 989 holding that the mail fraud
statute itself does not require a showing of reliance.

86. See United States v, Dixon, 536 F.2d 1388, 1399 nIl 2d Or. 1976 requiting that prosecution prove
"some actual harm orinjury was contemplated"; see also United States v. von Bait, 635 F.2d 999, 1006 ci. 14 2d
Cit 1980 stating that to prove mail fraud, government must show defendant devised scheme with intent to
defraud, overruled on other gmunds, Ingbcr v. Enzor, 841 F.2d 450 2d Cit 1988; cf United States v. Regent
Office Supply Co., 421 F.2d 1174, I 181 2d cii. 1970 stating that a showing of an intent to deceive, and even to
induce, are not sufficient to constitute fraudulent intent.

87. FEuut1. PaosEctniow MANUAl., supra note 8, at 9 1-92; see also Abbott v. United States, 239 F.2d 310,
312,315 5th Cir. 1956 sustaining conviction for use of mails to defraud, even when government failed to prove
that defendant caused the interstate transportation of the stolen goods under NSPA.

88. Fgosgu. FaosEctfnou MANUAL, suprrz note 8, at 92.
89. 18 u.s.c. § 1341, 1343 1994 describing elements of mail or wire fraud crimes; see also Pootey, supra

note 15, at 186
90. E.g.. Johnson Flee. N. Am. Inc. v, Mabuchi Motor Am. Corp.. 98 F. Supp. 2d 480, 488 S.D.N.Y. 2000

holding that patent owner had standing to bring civil claim under RICO, based upon mail and wire fraud.
91. lB u.s.c. 4 1961-1968 1994 criminalizing racketeer influenced and corrupt organizations activities.

For a full discussion of § 196 1-1968. see the RACKETEER INPLUENCEJ AND coRRupT OROANIZATI0NS article in
this issue.
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Although many cases brought under RICO are civil actions,92 the predicate acts
necessary to sustain a RICO claim are violations of criminal law. Consequently,
the elements of civil and criminal RICO actions are similar. The definition of
racketeering activity applicable to the theft of trade secrets includes mail fraud,93
wire fraud,94 activity prohibited by the NSPA,95 and the receipt of stolen prop
erty.96

Courts faced with trade secret theft charges have reached different conclusions
on the definition of a "pattern of racketeering activity" within the meaning of the
RICO statute.97 The Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania held that the
definition is met by a single scheme of trade secrets misappropriation if there are
sufficient allegations of concerted activity directed toward a goal of injuring the
plaintiff.98 In that case, the plaintiff alleged that the defendant’s scheme to
misappropriate the plaintiff’s trade secrets included multiple mailings and tele
phone conversations in violation of the mail fraud and wire fraud statutes?9 The
court held that this scheme established a pattern of racketeering activity.’00

In contrast, the Court for the Central District of illinois held that an isolated
criminal episode, though accomplished through several fraudulent acts, does not
evidence "threat of continuing criminal activity" so as to give rise to a pattern of
racketeering activity within the meaning of RICO.’°’

92. E.g., Religious Tech. Cu. v. Wollersheim, 796 F.2d 1076, 1084 9th Cit. 1986 recognizing civil RICO
claims for trade secret theft but finding injunctive relief not available in the RICO action before the court.

93. 18 U.S.C. § 1341 1994.
94. 18 U.S.C. § 1343 1994.
95. 1$ U.S.C. § 23141994.
96. 18 U.S.C. § 2315 1994. One cornmentatorreports that Congress intended the criminal misappropriation

of trade secrets to be a crime punishable under RICO, and thinks it likely that this will occur in the ftiture, See
Michael Coblenz, Intelkctuaj Psvpeny Crimes, 9 ALa. Li. Sci. & TEcn. 235, 283 1999 speculating that
Economic Espionage Act EAA was not included in the RICO amendments because the EEA was signed into law
three months after RICO.

97. There must be at least two predicate acts of racketeering activity to establish a pattern of racketeering
activity. 18 U.S.C. § 19615 1994 defining ‘pattern of racketeering activity" forpurposes of RICO chapter.

98. S.!. Handling Sys., Inc. v. Heisley, 658 F. Supp. 362. 377 E.D. Pa. 1986 finding that multiple fraudulent
mailings and telephone conversations established a pattern of racketeering activity.

99. hi at 375 noting that plaintiff avers that defendants’ activities in ntisappropriating trade secrets were
accompanied by maiL and telephone communications and that the defendants engaged in interstate transportation
of stolen articles.

100. Id. at 377 finding that multiple fraudulent mailings and telephone conversations established a pattern of
racketeering activity.

101. Fleet Mgmt. Sys., Inc. v. Archer-Daniels-Midland Co., 627 F. Supp. 550, 559 CD. III. 1986 finding that
there must be two or more criminal episodes through which the enterprise achieves its illegal goal. The suit
alleged that the defendant had misappropriated computer software obtained by license from the plaintiff and then
fraudulently misrepresented to plaintiff that it purged the software from its computer system in numerous mail and
wirecominunications overthe next two years. hi at 552-53. See H.J., Inc. v. Northwestern Bell Tel. Co., 492 U.s.
229,2391989 relying on RICO’s Iegislativehistory to conclude that to prove a pattern of racketeering activity a
plaintiff or prosecutor must show that the racketeering predicates are related, and that they amount to or pose a
threat of continued criminal activity.
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F State Law Pmvisions

In addition to the various federal statutes crixninalizing the misappropriation of
trade secrets, all states have enacted criminal statutes applicable to the theft, use, or
disclosure of another’s trade secrets.’°2 These state statutes vary greatly in their
scope ai-id sanctions. Some specifically address trade secrets,’°3 while others have
been interpreted to cover trade secrets despite no explicit reference to them.’°4

102. ASA. CODE § 13A-8-1 to -23 1994 & Supp. 2000 theft and related offenses; ALASKA STAT.
§ II .46.l00-.295 Michie 2000 theft and related offenses; Ama, Rev. STAT. ANN. § 13-1801 to -iSiS West.
1989 & Supp. 2000 theft; Aax. CODE ANN. § 5-36-107 Michie 1997 theft of trade secrets; CAL. PENAL CODE
§ 499c Deering 1998 trade secrets, theft or unauthorized copying; Cow. Rsv. STAT. § 7-74-101 to .110
2000 uniform trade secrets act; CONN. JEW. STAT. § 53a-124 1999 larceny in the third degree, class I
felony; Da. CODE ANN. tit. II, § 841-857 1995 & Supp. 2000 theft and related offenses; D.C. Cove ANN.
§ 48-501 to 3W 2000 trade secrets; FLA. STAT. ANN. § 812.081 West 2000 trade secrets, theft; Ga. CODE
ANN. § 16-8-13 Harrison Supp. 2000 theft of trade secrets; Flaw. Rev. STAT. § 708-800 to -8204 Michie
1999 & 5upp. 2000 offenses against property rights; loano Coon § 48-801 to -807 Michie 1997 & Supp.
2000 trade secrets act; 720 ILL. CaMP. STAT. 5116-1 to -[5 1999 theft and related offenses; mD. CoDE
§ 24-2-3-1 to -8 1998 uniform trade secrets act; IowA Coos § 550.1-.8 1999 trade secrets; K,a. STAT.
ANN. § 60-3320 to -3325 1994 trade secrets; Ky. Rev. STAT, ANN. § 365.880-.900 Michie 1996 uniform
trade secrets act: LA. Rev. STAT. ANN. §451.1431-1439 West 1987 & Supp. 2001 uniform trade secrets act;
Me. Rev. STAT. ANN. Ut. hA. § 35 1-362 West 1983 & Supp. 2000 theft-consolidation: Mn. CODE ANN..
Commercial Law § 11-1201 to -1209 2000 uniform trade secrets act; MMS. Geit LAws ANN. cli. 93,
§ 42-42A ‘West 1997 & Supp. 2000 taking of trade secrets, ch. 266, § 60A stolen trade secrets West 2000;
MCCH. COMP. LAWS AwN. §445.1901-1910 West Supp. 2000 uniform trade secrets act: MINN. STAT. § 609.52
1998 & Supp. 1999 theft and related crimes; Mtss. CODE Ar.n. §4 75-26-1 to -192000 uniform trade secrets
act; Mo. ANN. STAT. §4 570,010-.220 West 1999 & Supp. 2001 stealing and related offenses: MoNT. CODG
ANN. §4 45-6-301 2000 theft and related offenses; Men. Rev. STAT. §4 87-501 to -507 2000 trade secrets
act; 14ev. Rev. STAT. §4 600A.0l0-.iOO 2000 uniform trade secrets act; N.H. Rev. STAT. ANN. §4 637:l-:1 1
1996 & Supp. 2000 theft; N.J. STAT. ANN. § 2C:20-1 West 1995 & Supp 2000 theft and related offenses;
N.M. STAT. Anw. §4 57-3A-1 to -7 Michie 1996 uniform trade secrets nec; N.Y. PENAL LAW §4 l55.00-.45
McKinney 1999 & Supp. 2001 larceny; NC. Gew. STAT. § 14-75.1 1999 larceny of’ secret technical
processes; ND. Cmqr. Cons §4 47-25,1-03 to -08 3999 trade secrets; Omo Rev. ConeAxct. §4 2913.01-.82
Anderson 1997 & Supp. 2000 theft and fraud: OXL.A. STAT. ANN tit. 21, § 1732 West 1983 & Supp. 2001
larceny of trade secrets; OR. Rnv. STAT §4 164.015-. 1401990 & Supp. 1998 theft and related offenses; 18 PA.
Cows. SThT. § 39302000 theft of trade secrets; RI, GEN. LAws § 11-41-I 2000 stealing as larceny; S.C.
C0DEANN. § 16-13-30 Law Co-op. 1985 & Supp. 2000 petit larceny, grand larceny; S.D.Covmneo LAWS ANN.
§4 22-1-2, 22-30A-1 to -3 Michie 1998 & Supp. 2000 theft; ‘Ibmi. CODE ANN. § 39-14-138 1997 & Supp.
2000 theft of trade secrets; ‘ftx. PeprAi. CODEANN. § 31.05 Vernon 1994 & Supp. 2001 theft of trade secrets;
UTAH CODE Mn. §4 76-6-401, -404 1999 theft; VT. STAT. ANN. Ut. 13, §4 2501 to 2502 1998 grand
larceny; V.A. CODE ANN. § 18.2-95 Michie 1999 & 2000 grand larceny defined; how punished; WASH
Rev. CODE § 19.108.010-940 1998 uniform trade secrets act; W.VA. Coon ANN. § 61-3-13 Michie 2000
grand and petit larceny; Wis. STAT. § 943.205 1998 theft of trade secrets; wro. STAT §4 6-3401 to -410,
-5021999 larceny and related offenses, crimes against intellectual property. See generally Linda B. Samuels&
Bryan K. Johnson, The Uniform Trade Secrets Act: The States’ Response. 24 Caelomtw L. Rev. 49 1990
analyzing the Uniform Trade Secrets Act as adopted by the states.

103. For examples of state codes specifically addressing trade secrets, see Cow. Rev. STAt § 7-74-1012000
uniform trade secrets act, PLA. STAr. AwN § 812.081c 2000 deflning "trade secret" and Otus STAT. ANN tk.
21, § l732Bc West 1983 & Supp. 2000 same.

104. For ecamples of state codes using the general theft statutes to cover theft of trade secrets, see N.H. Rev.
STAT. ANN § 637:2 1996 & Supp. 2000 "Property’ means anything of value, including ... trade secrets,
meaning the whole or any portion of any scientific or technical information, design, process, procedure, formula
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However, the scope of protection afforded by some state statutes, like the scope of
the NSPA, i’s limited because they apply oniy to the theft of tangible items.’°5

IH. 1tADEMARIC COUNTERFEITING

Over the past several decades, the theft of trademarks, the symbols or names
associated with brand names and products, has become an increasingly lucrative
activity for criminals. It also has an equally significant yet opposite effect on the
economy, as companies lose an estimated $200 billion a year to criminal commer
cial trademark counterfeiting°6

This Section will cover the various stamtes the government uses to protect
companies’ investments in developing brand names and trademarks. Part A
addresses the Trademark Counterfeiting Act 011984, including its similarities to
and differences from its civil counterpart, the Lanham Act. It also reviews defenses
to charges of trademark counterfeiting and discusses the FBI’s recent campaign
against trademark counterfeiting. Part B covers the trademark counterfeiting
provisions of RICO and the Money Laundering statute.

A. Trademark Counterfeiting Act

The Trademark Counterfeiting Act "TCA" criminalizes the intentional traffick
ing in counterfeit goods or services.t07 To prove a violation of 18 U.S.C. § 2320,
the government must establish that: 1 the defendant trafficked or attempted to
traffic in goods or services; 2 such trafficking, or the attempt to traffic, was
intention&; 3 the defendant used a counterfeit mark on or in connection with
such goods or services; and 4 the defendant knew that the mark so used was
counterfeit.t08 Counterfeit goods include those that have a mark identical to or

or invention which the owner thereof intends to be available only to persons selected by him." and UTMI CODE
ANN. § 76-6-401,76-4-4041999 same.

105. For examples of state codes requiring tangibLe items to cover theft of trade secrets, see GA. Cooa ANN.
§ 16-8-13 Supp. 2000 and Th4N. Coon ANN § 39-3-11261997 & Supp. 2000.

106. I-LIt REP. No. 104-556, at 2 [996, reprinted in 1996 U.S.C.C.A.N. 1074, 1075 thereinafter "Mm
COUNnRFEmNO HousE REpoRT" see David I. Goldstone & Peter .1. Toren, The Criminalitation of Trademark
Counterfeiting, 31 CowN. L. REv. 1,5 1998 discussing the reasons for eriminalizing trademark counterfeiting,
as well as the elements, defenses, and punishments for the crime.

107. IS U.S.C. § 23201994 & Supp. IV 1998 describing the crime of trafficking in counterfeit goods or
sen’ices; see Coblenz, supra note 96, at 273-83 describing the elements of the TCA.

108, United States v. Sultan, US F.34 321, 325 5th Cit. 1997 presenting requirements for prosecuting
criminal trademark counterfeiting offense United States v. Torkington, 512 F.2d 1347, 134911th dr. 1987
explaining the requirement that a counterfeit mark must be likely to cause confusion among pmspective
purcha.sers see Forworthy v. Custom Tees. 879 F. Supp. [200, 1212 N.D. Ga. 1995 stating that the question is
whether the public, not purchaser atone, would be confused by the use of the mark; United States v. Hon. 904
F.2d 803. 804-08 2d Cii. 1990 explaining "likelihood of confusion" element includes confusion among general,
non-purchasing public, notjust actual or prospective purchasers.
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substantially indistinguishable from a registered trademark.109 The government
need not prove that the defendant had a criminal The government may
also prosecute conspiracies to violate the statute.’"

I. Defenses

The TCA incorporates the defenses of its civil counterpart, the Lanham Act."2
These defenses include equitable defenses, such as laches, unclean hands, estop
pel, fraud in obtaining the trademark registration, use of mark in violation of
antitrust laws, invalid trademark, abandonment, misrepresentation, fair use, unreg
istered good faith prior use, and registered prior use.1t3

Although the TCA defines a counterfeit mark as one likely to cause confu
sion,’14 courts have rejected the argument that the actual purchaser should not have
been confused or deceived by the counterfeit mark."5

2. Penalties

Under the TCA an individual who intentionally traffics or attempts to traffic in
goods or services and knowingly uses a counterfeit mark shall be fined no more
than $2 million, imprisoned not more than ten years, or both."6 For organizations,
the line may be no more than $5 million."7 Although the statutory punishment is
severe, most convictions result in substantially lesser sentences." This is a result
of the actual sentencing being detemiined under the United States Sentencing
Guidelines "Guidelines" or

3. Operation Counter Copy

In 1997, the FBI launched a nationwide crackdown on criminal trademark and
copyright fraud, called Operation "Counter Copy."2° This operation involved

109. 18 U.s.C. § 2320e1 1994 & Supp. IV 1998 defining the term ‘counterfeit mark". Because the
statute applies only to registered trademarks, common law marks and marks on the supplemental register am not
protected. Owners of these rnailcs must rely on civil remedies. See Coblenz, Sttpm note 96, at 276-77.

110. See United States v. Baker, 807 F.2d 427, 428-295th Cir. 1986 relying on legislative history to show
that criminal intent is not required.

Ill. FEDeRAl. Pnosaamou MANUAL, sttpra note 8, at 91.
112. IS U.S.C. § 1051 1994 & Supp. 1V 1998.
113. FEDERAL PRosEcimoN M.&r4uAL, supra noteS, at 9-3871; 15 U.S.C. §11151994.
114. is u.s.c. § 2320e1 1994 &.Supp. IV 1998.
115. For a more in-depth discussion of this argument, see Coblenz. .supra note 96, at 275.
116. 18 u.s.c. § 2320a 1994.
117. 18 U.S.C. § 2320a 1994. Repeat offenders, whether individuals or organizations, will receive harsher

penalties. 18 U.S.C. § 2320a 1994.
118. Coblenz, supra note 96, at 282 discussing convictions in intellectual property.
119. Id. at 282 explain.
120. See FBI Library-A Repon to the American People-Chapter 4: Continuing to Respond to Protect

Americans at http:f/www.fbi,govllibraxy/5-yearfl993-98/report7.htm last visited Feb. 27, 2001 reporting the
results of Operation Counter Copy.
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eleven FBI field divisions and netted seventeen indictments on federal trademark
or copyright violations.’2

B. RICO and Money Laundering Acts

As with theft of trade secrets, trademark counterfeiting is aLso illegal under
RiCO and the money laundering statutes. In 1994, Congress added trademark
counterfeiting to the list of unlawful activities under the money laundering
statute.’22 Similarly, the Anticounterfeiting Consumer Protection Act of 1996
made trademark and copyright counterfeiting a predicate offense under RICO. 1.23

Due to frustration with the usefulness of the TCA in providing remedies to
trademark counterfeiting, Congress amended the RICO statute to enable the
government to counter organized criminal activity as a whole "rather than merely
react to each crime the organization commits."24

Penalties for violations of the RICO and money laundering statutes are signifi
candy more severe than those under the TCA.’25 While the aforementioned
amendments do not expand the definition of conduct that is illegal under the TCA
and do not necessarily increase penalties associated with that conduct, their
provisions do increase penalties when used to prosecute an organized crime.’26
Under RICO, fines can be up to twice the gross profits or other proceeds of the

activity.’27 Similarly, the penalty for a money laundering violation is a maximum
sentence of twenty years and a maximum fine of $500,000 or twice the amount
involved in the transaction, whichever is greater.

In addition to fines and imprisonment, the amended RICO statute allows law
enforcement officials, including customs agents, to seize counterfeit goods and any
"personal or real estate assets connected with the criminal enterprise."29

IV. COPYRIGHT

Part A of this section discusses the Copyright Act, emphasizing the elements of

121. Id.
122. IS U.S.C. § ]956c7D 1994 & Supp. IV 1998.
123. Pub. L. 1Q4.153, § 2.3. 110 Stat. 13861996 amending 18 U.S.C. § 1961.IXBD.
124. ANTICOIJNTERPEITING HOUSE REPORT, .supra note 106, at 3.
125, See generally Mavus B. Nztz.in & DAVID NIMMEI, NLMMER on Copyiuloirn A TREATiSE ON ThE LAW

OF LITERARY, MusicAl. AND AitTislic PROPERTY, ANT THE PROTECTION OF bs.s 15.05[B] 1998 discussing how
Congress broadened the scope of federal criminal copyright liability through amendment of the criminal law.

126. Almcou? ERThTTING HousE REPORT, rupra no*e 106, at 6. The Act increases caintinal penalties by
providing increased jail time and criminal fines.

127. 18 U.S.C. § 1963a 1994.
128. 18 U.S.C. § 1956{al 1994.
129. ANDCOLTNIEBFEITINO HousE REPORT. supra note 106, at 6.
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the criminal copyright infringement offense and affirmative defenses and the
effects of reverse engineering Parts B through E describe the application of the
NSPA, mail and wire fraud statutes, RICO, and the money laundering statutes to
criminal copyright infringement. Part F discusses pending legislation to extend
copyright protection to computer databases and other collections of information.

A. Copyright Act

The Constitution grants Congress the power to legislate the area of copyright.’30
Criminal copyright infringement, first introduced into federal law in 1897, has
traditionally been distinguished from civil violations by the requirement that the
conduct be willful and undertaken for profit.’3’ The criminal copyright statute has
been frequently amended as Congress attempted to strengthen the Act and broaden
its scope.’32 The Copyright Act of 1976 relaxed the mens tea requirement by
requiring only that the infringement be undertaken willfully and for purposes of
commercial advantage or private financial gain, rather than "for profit."133 This
lower threshold eases the burden of proving that the transgressor acted ‘br profit."
In 1982, Congress increased the sanctions for criminal infringement, codifying
stricter fines for criminal infringement in a separate statute.’34

Enacted in October 1992, the Copyright Felony Act’35 responded primarily to

130. uS. C0NS’r. art 1, § 8, cI. 8. Congress shalt have the power "t]o promote the Progress of Science and
useful Arts, by securing for limited ¶imes to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective
Writings and Discoveries."

131. See United States v. LaMacchia, 871 F. Supp. 535, 539 0. Mass. 1994 requiring commercial
exploitation for the criminal offense of software piracy. See generally Mary Jane Saunders, Criminal Copyright
Infringement and the Copyright Felony Act, 71 Dwv. U. L. Ray. 671, 672 1994 discussing requirements for
criminal copynght infringement; Robert A. Spanner, The Brave New World of Criminal Software Infringement
Prosecutions, Co.wuma Law. 12 No. 11 at 1 Nov. 1995 discussing various factors involved in criminal
software prosecutions; Kent Walker, Federal Criminal Remedies for the Theft of fntellectual Property, 16
tUsTmtcs Co1M. & E?n. LI. 681 1994 presenting U.S. Attorney’s view on factors for prosecuting
high-technology crime as distinguished from civil infringement.

132. E.g., LaMacehia, 871 F. Supp. at 53940 discussing history of criminal copyright law; Saunders, supra
note 131, at 679-80 describing criminal copyright statute.

133. Copyright Act of 1976, Pub. L. No.94-553,90 Stat. 254! codified as amended at ii U.S.C. § 506a
1994. The 1976 Act changed the nature of the criminal copyright system by substituting a single federal
statutory copyright fordual copyright codes. Federal law now preempts the field of copyrights. [7 U.s.c. §301a
1994 stating that the federal statute preempts state law; FEDERAL PItOSECiflION MM4UAL, supra note 8, at
9-3831.

134. Act of May 24, 1982, Pub. L. No.91-180,96 Stat. 91 codified at 18 U.S.C. § 2319 1994. ‘While certain
acts of criminal copyright infringement were dcfine4 as felonies, most infringements remained misdmcanor
offenses. 18 U.S.C. § 2319 1994 & Supp. iv 1998. The criminal copyright law supplements private civil
remedies by punishing conduct that undermines the integrity of the copyright system despite the conducts
inability to rise to the level of civil action. 17 U.S.C. § 506c.e 1996; FEDERAl. PROSECUTION Mv’uja, supra
noteS, at 9-3831.

135. Pub. L. No. 102-561, 106 Stat 4233 codified as amended at 18 U.S.C. § 2319b-c 3994. For an
in-depth discussion of the legislative history of the Copyright Felony Act, see Saunders, supra note 131, at
679-80.
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the growing problem of large-scale computer software piracy.’36 Prior to the
passage of the Act, only unauthorized copying of sound recordings, motion
pictures, or audiovisual works was a federal felony.’37 The Act amended 18 U.S.C.
§ 2319 by broadening its coverage to protect all copyrighted works and lowering
the numerical and monetary thresholds for felony sanctions.’38 The mens rea
requirement remained unchanged.’39

Finally, in December 1997, the No Electronic Theft Act "NET Act" was
enacted."4° This Act modified criminal copyright statutes by removing the finan
cial gain requirement and making illegal reproduction or distribution of copy
righted materia]s a federal crime.t4’ The government need only prove either that
the infringer acted for financial gain, or that she reproduced or distributed one or
more copies of copyrighted works that have a total retail value of $1,000. 142 Thus,
the criminal copyright statute now reaches those infringers who act solely to harm
another or for non-financial gratification."3

Because a copyright cannot exist before an expression is captured in a fixed,

136. For a discussion of what constitutes copyright infringement of computer software, compare MA! Sys.
Corp. v. Peak Computer, Inc., 991 F.2d 5 Itt 518-199th Cit. 1993 asserting that "copying" occurs even when a
copyrighted program is temporarily loaded into a computer’s RAM random access memo!?, with Stenogiaph.
LLC. v. Bossard Assocs., Inc., 144 F.3d 96, 100 D.C. Cir. 1998 hoLding that defendant who loaded validly
copyrighted software onto computer without owner’s permission and used software as designed had copied and
infringed copyright ofsoftwaie. However, the Court’s explanation in MATSys. has been criticized ror "failing to
recognize the distinction between ownership of a copyright, which can be licensed, and ownership of copies of the
copyrighted software." DSC Communications Corp. v. Pulse Communications, Inc., 170 F.3d 3354, 1360 Fed.
Cit. 1999 finding telephone companies that used manufacturer’s copyrighted software Were not necessarily
"owners" of copies of that software. See Applied Info. Management, Inc. v. burt, 976 F. Supp. 149, 153-154
E.D.N.Y. 1997 discussing factors used to determine whether a licensee owns a copy of a computer program;
Religious Tech. Ctr. v. Netcom On-Line Communication Servs., Inc., 907 F. Supp. 1361, 3368-73 Nfl Cal.
1995 holding Internet provider not liable for copyrighted material loaded onto computer by third paity when
provider lacked knowledge material was copyrighted.

137. For a comparison of the old and revised statute, see Carl H. Loewenson, Jr. & Maita E. Nelson, Congress
Toughens Criminal Copyrigilt Law, N.Y. L.J.. Nov. 13, 1992, at I suggesting that companies should establish and
publicize internal policies against unauthorized software copying, in light of statutory developments.

138. 15 U.S.C. § 2319 1994 & Supp. IV 1998. Under the 1992 Act, felony sanctions applied to tenor more
copies made within a 180-day period, with a retail value more than $2,500. 18 U.S.C. § 2319b 1994 & Supp. IV
1998.

139. 17 U.S.C. § 506a 1994.
140. No Electronic Theft NET Act of 1997, Pub. L. No. 105-147. III Stat. 26781997.
141. See Michael Coblena, intellectual Propeny Crimes, 9 ALB. Li. Sci. & Thcii. 235, 249 1999

commenting on history of criminal copyright statutes. The NET Act is the centerpiece of 001 efforts to combat
intellectual property infringement, especially in the New York-New Jersey area, California, Massachusetts and
the Southern District of Florida. Deputy Attorney General Eric H. Holder, Jr., Press Conference Announcing the
Intellectual Property Rightalnitiative, available at http://www.usdoj.gov/criminal /cybercrimeldagipini.htm July
23, 1999 detailing anew interdepartmental commitment.

142. NETAct of 1997, § 2b amending 17 U.S.C. § 506a 1997.
143. H.R. Rm’. No. 105-339, at 3-5 1997 descmibing legislativejustifications for removal of "financial gain"

requirement for criminal copyright infringement. fits: see Wendy M. Grossman. Cyber View: Downloading As a
Crime, Sci. AM., Mar. 1998, at 37 criticizing NET Act for absence of ak-use exemptions.
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tangible medium,’44 musical of dramatic performances may not be protected by
copyright until they are recorded. An artist’s interest in his performance is
protected against unauthorized recording by 18 U.S.C. § 23l9A. This section,
added in December 1994, provides for both fines and imprisonment for bootleg
ging, recording, reproduction, transmission, and distribution whether for sale or
not of live musical performances."5

.1. Elements ofthe Offense

The government has the burden of proving four elements in a crimival
prosecution for copyright infringement under 17 U.S.C. § 506: 1 that a valid
copyright exists; 2 infringement of that copyright; 3 that the violation was
performed willfully; and 4 either a that the infringement was for purposes of
commercial advantage or private financial gain, or b that the infringer reproduced
or distributed, during any 180-day period, one or more copies or phonorecords of
one or more copyrighted works, with a total retail value of more than $1,00O.
The elements of a § 231 9A violation are similar.’47

a. Existence of a Valid Copyright

The first element of the criminal copyright offense is the existence of a valid
copyright.’48 A certificate of registration issued within five years after the work’s
first publication constitutes prima fade evidence of a valid copyright.’49 Presenta
tion of the certificate shifts the burden to the defendant, who can then challenge it

144. 17 U.S.C. 102a 1994 excluding ideas, procedures, and concepts from copyright protection.
145. The section also provides for forfeiture, seizure, and destruction of such unauthorized recordings, and

encompasses the distribution in the United States of copies of unauthorized recordings made outside the United
States. 18 U.S.C. 2319Ah.c 1994 & Supp. IV 1998.

146. 17 U.S.C. § 506c’d 1994 & Supp V 1999. Section 506c now refers to Fraudulent Copyright Notice;
§ 506d to Fraudulent Removal of’ Copyright Notice. Evidence of reproduction or distribution of a copyrighted
work, by itself, is not sufficient to establish a willful infringement under subsection a. 17 U.S.C. 506a 1994
and Supp. v 1999.

147. 18 U.S.C. § 2319Aa 1994, Section 2319Aa states in relevant part:

[wihoever, without the consent of the perfonner or performers involved, knowingly and for
purposes of commercial advantage or private financial gain-Cl fixes the sounds or sounds and
images of a live musical performance in a copy or phonorecord, or reproduces copies or
phonorecords of such a performance &om an unauthorized fixation: 2 transmits or otherwise
communicates to the public the sounds or sounds and images of a live musical performance; orS
distributes or offers to distribute, sells or offers to sell, rents or offers cc, rent. or traffics in any copy
or phonorecord fixed as described in paragraph 1, regardless of whether the fixations occurred in
the United States.

18 U.S.C. § 2319Aa 1994,
148. Crw.wt&r. REsoijacu M.nrjn.j. No. 1848, available in the JusTicE MANUAL 2d ed., available at

www.usdoj.gov/usao/eousa/foja,jeading.,roonilusamjdtle9/cnn00000.htm. [hereinafter RnsolJRcC MwAU.
149. 17 U.S.C. § 41.0c; United States sc Taxe, 540 F.2d 961, 966 9th Ci.r. 1976 holding that the certificate

establishes the date of copyright unless contrary evidence is presented.
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by showing that the copyright was obtained by fraud that the registration certificate
is not genuine, or that the work cannot be copyrighted.’50

b. Infringement

Infringement of a valid copyright is the threshold requirement for both criminal
and civil copyright infringement cases,’5’ The copyright infringement can be
proven by direct evidence’52 or by indirect evidence showing that the defendant
had access to the copyrighted work and that the alleged copy is "substantially
similar" in idea and in expression of idea.’53 The substantial similarity test is a two
step analysis that requires: 1 a showing of substantial similarity in the basic ideas
involved, established by focusing on specific "extrinsic" criteria, such as the type
of work involved, the materials used, the subject matter, and the setting for the
subject; and 2 a showing that the defendant’s’ alleged copy expresses the same
"intrinsic" substance and value as the original work.’54
As an alternative to the substantial similarity test, courts may employ the

"virtual identity" standard, or they may apply both. Whereas the substantial
similarity test allows the potentially infringing work to be broken down into
protected and unprotected elements that are then compared to elements of the

150. E.g., United States v. Backer, 134 F.2d 533, 535 2d Cit 1943 examining the validity of the certificate
when challenged: Durham Indus. v. Tomy Corp., 630 F.24 905,908-09 2d Cit 1980 invalidating a copyright
for lack of origination, despite certificate of registration.

151. RESOURCE MANtJAL, supra note 148, at 1849 "Once the validity of the copyright has been established, the
government must then prove that the defendant infringed upon that right.".

152. E,g., United States v. Larracuente, 952 E2d 672, 673 2d Cit 1992 holding infringement can be proven
by evidence of a valid copyright plus copying; United States v.One Sharp Photocopier. 771 F. Supp. 980, 984 CD.
Mimi. 1991 holding that govermnent met burden of proving probabk cause to make forfeiture of software
duplicating machine appropriate.

153. See Apple Computer, Inc. v. Microsoft Corp., 35 F.3d 1435, 1442 9th Cir. 1994 upholding use of
circumstantial evidence of copying as sufficient because direct evidence is usually not available; Transwestem
Publ’g Co. s Multimedia Mktg. Assoc., 133 F.3d 773, 775 10th Cit 1998 upholding finding of no infringement
where the two directories at issue possessed several significant differences; United States v, Cohen, 946 F.2d 430,
433-34 6th Cit 1991 upholding conviction of criminal copyright infringement supported by circumstantial
evidence; United States v. O’Reilly, 794 F.2d 613,61511th Cit 1987 noting that the copy need not be identical
in all respects; see also Saunders, supra note 131, at 682-85 discussing methods of proving first element of
offense. Some circuits apply the inverse ratio nile, which requires a lesser showing of similarity when the
showing of access is high. Three Boys Music Corp. v. Bolton, 212 F.3d 477, 485 9th Cir. 2000 noting that
plaintiff can prove infringement even without evidence of access if works are "strikingly similar"; Selle v. Gibb,
741 F.2C] 896, 904 n.4 7th Cir. 1984 stating that when there is virtually no evidence of access, considerable
similarity is necessary. However, the inverse ratio rule has yet to be applied in the criminal context.

154, See Smith v. Jackson, 84 E3d 1213, 1218 9th Or. 1996 discussing extrinsic and intrinsic prongs of
substantial similarity test. The extrinsic test is based on external, objective criteria as to whether the two works
share a similarity of ideas and expression. The intrinsic tesi employs a subjective standard: whether an ordinary,
reasonable observer would find a substantial similarity of expression of the shared idea. Id.; see also Ford Motor
Co. v. Summit Motor Prod.. 930 R2d 277,291 3d Cir. 199! noting the extrinsic test involves expert testimony
while intrinsic analysis utilizes the lay perspective.
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original work, the virtual identity test looks at the two works as a whole to
detennine if they are virtually identical.’55
Some courts allow the allegedly infringing work to be separated from the non

infringing work by filtering out copyright-protected from non-protected compo
nents.’56
The copyright infringement element may be established even though the person

distributing the infringing work did not produce the copies herself.’57
c. Wiliflulness

The third element of the criminal copyright offense is willfulness!58 A majqity
of the courts have interpreted the term "willfully" to mean that the government
must show that the defendant specifically intended to violate the copyright law.’59
The Second Circuit has taken a different view, holding that "willfulness" requires
only an intent to copy, rather than intent to infringe60

155. For a comparison of the virtual identity and substantial similarity tests for infringement, see
Apple Computer, 35 F.3d at 144243. Virtual identity may be a more useful standard for determining
infringement in the case of "reverse engineering," whereby programmers dissect legalLy obtained soft
ware and then instnlct a third set of programmers on functional requirements of the software, thus
creating "virtually identical" software programs which are not exact copies of one another. See McCulloch v.
Albert E. Price, lnc, 823 F.Zd 316 9th Cit. 1996 holding that it is not necessary under the substantial
similarity test to determine the scope of copyright protection or to identify the idea behind a copyright
holdor’s work.

156. See Apple Computer, 35 E3d at 1442-47 describing court’s proper dissection of the Microsoft graphical
user interface GUI into protected and unprotected components tbr purposes of evaluating substantial similarity;
Lotus Dcv, Corp. v. Paperback Software Int’l, 740 F. Supp. 37, 67 D, Mass. 1990 stating that only those
components that are copyrightable should be analyzed. Rut see Atari Games Corp. v. Oman, 888 R2d 878,
882-83 D.C. Cit 1989 declaring that sequence of frames hi computer game must be analyzed as a whole and
not on a component-by-component basis.

157. Lg., United States v. Moore, 604 F.2d 1228, 1234 n.4 9th Cit 1979 stating that because the
government established criminal infringement by proving that defendants distributed copyrighted sound record
ings, it was not necessary to prove defendants also reproduced infringing recordings.

158. 17 U.S.C. § 506. Congress intended to pennit courts to continue defining the term. HR. Rep. No.
102-997, Pt. 4-5, at 41992, reprinted in 1992 U.S.C.C.A.N, 3569,3573 recognizing, but allowing, the lack of
federal uniformity.

159. thilted States v. Heilman, 614 F.2d 1133, 1137-38 7th Cit. 1980 finding willful infringement of
copyright when defendant knew material was copyrighted; see United States v. Moran, 757 F. Supp. 1046,
1050-52 D. Neb. 1991 contrasting willfulness in civil and criminal contexts; Saunders, supra note 131, at 688
comparing majority and minority rules. See generally Coblenz, supra note !4,at 248 expLaining requirements
for intent element; cf United States v. Manzer, 69 R3d 222, 227-28 8th Cir. 1995 holding that copyright notice
on plastic module containing copyrighted software was sufficient to put defendant on notice for purpose of
willfulness.

160. See United States v. Backer, 134 F.2d 533, 535 2d Cir. 1943 holding that defendant guilty of
infringement even though be intended to make copies closely resembling copyrighted work without causing
"copyright trouble": Saunders, supra note 131, at 688 comparing majority and minority rules. But see
Lydia Pallas Loren, Digitization. Coe’nmodificatia,t. Criminalization: The Evolution of Criminal Copyright
infringement and the Importance of the Willfulness Requirement, 77 WAsH. U. L.Q. 835, 877 1999
discussing willfulness requirement and questioning whether the Second Circuit has truLy articulated a
different yiew.
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d. Financial Gain or Threshold Violation

Congress modified the fourth element of the criminal copyright offense to
require the government to prove either intent to obtain financial gain or that one or
more copies were reproduced or distributed with a total value of more than
$ 1,000.161 Thus, the infringer need not intend to realize financial gain to be found
guilty.

Furthermore, a defendant need not actually realize commercial advantage or private
financial gain for a court to find intent; it is enough that the defendant commits the
violation for the purpose of financial gain?62 Pmflt may be sought either through
monetary transactions or through bartering for other pmtecced materials!63

2. Defenses

While the criminal copyright infringement statute does not provide explicit
statutory defenses, civil defenses are available.’64 One common defense is the
"first sale" doctrine.’65 According to the doctrine, upon sale, the author conveys
title of the particular copy of a copyrighted work and abolishes his right to restrict
subsequent sales of that particular copy.’ The purchaser does not, however, gain
the right to reproduce and distribute additional copies of the work.t67 Further, the
benefits of the doctrine do not extend to rental or loan arrangements.’68 The first
sale defense applies to copies that were imported into the United States.’69

161. Pub. L No. 105-147, § 2b, 111 Stat. 26781997 amending 17 U.S.C. § 506a.
162. See United States v. Cross, 816 F.2d 297,301 holding fact that copies were not sold for money irrelevant

where hope of gain existed citing Moore, 604 E2d at 1235; United States v. Shabazz, 724 F.2d 1536. 154011th
Cir. 1984 holding that defendant who "sold pirated tapes, solicited wholesale customers and shipped large
quantities of tapes out of state" had intent to make profit; United States v. Wise, 550 F.2d 1180, 1195 9th Cit
1977 balding that whether gain was realized is irrelevant.

163. H.R. Rrp. 105-3391991.
164. See Coblenz, supra note 14 L, at 251 explaining civil defenses available for copyright infringement.
165. 17 U.S.C. § 1091994. Section 109a provides: "the ownerof aparticular copy or phonorecord lawfully

made under this title, or any person authorized by such owner, is entitled, without the authority of the copyright
owner, to sell or otherwise dispose of the possession of that copy Id,

166. Id. A lawful original sale of the work is necessary for the first sale doctrine to apply. See United States v.
Cohen, 946 F.2d 430,4346th Cir. 1991 recognizing that individuals can rent or sell a copy ofcopyrighted work
if lawfully obtained by that individual; United States v. Drum. 733 E24 1503, 150711th Cit 1984 stating that
government may prove absence of tirst sale by evidence of source of the recordings or by evidence that recordings
were never authorized; Microsoft Corp. v. Harmony Computers & Elees., Inc., 846 F. Supp. 208,213 ED.N.Y.
1994 holding that defendant who obtained copyrighted product from a licensee could not invoke first sale
doctrine to avoid liability for subsequent sale. But see ProCD, Inc. v. Zeidenberg, 86 F.3d 1447, 1453-557th Cr.
1996 holding "shrink-wrap" license, a package label limiting use of work, enforceable under state contract law
while not creating exclusive rights otherwise preempted by Copyright Act.

167. 17 U.S.C. § 1091994. These rights are reserved for copyright owners in 17 U.S.C. § 1994.
168. 17 U.S.C. § 109d1994.
169. Quality King Distribs., Inc. v. L’anza Research Int’l, Inc. 523 U.S. 135, 1521998. ‘The whole point of

the first sale doctrine is that once the copyright owner places a copyrighted item in the stream of commerce by
selling it. he has exhausted his exclusive statutory tight to conirol its distribution.". However, the Supreme Court
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Other defenses include fair use, parody, and scenes a faire. Fair use is an
"equitable rule of reason,"7° requiring the balancing of factors to protect the
copyright owner while still promoting the purpose behind copyright Jaws, namely
fostering creativity.t7’ A defense of fair use as parody172 requires an examination
of the expressive intent of the infringing work to determine if it has a "critical
bearing on the substance or style" of the original work.173 A scenes a faire
defenset74 relies on the fact that the infringing elements are so common or integral
to the type of work being produced that it is impossible to create works in the same
category without those elements, and therefore, they may not be protected by
copyright.t75

3. Penalties

At first, the maximum penalty imposed under 18 U.S.C. § 2319b3 was one

did not address "cases in which the allegedly infringing imports were manufactured abroad." Id. at 154 Ginsburg,
3., concuiring. See generally Joan Biskupic, Court Lets Discounters Keep Selling U.S.-made Goods They Buy
Overseas, WASH. Pen, Mar. 10, 1998. at Al noting concerns by iS, manufacturers, including software and
recording industries, that this decision would legitimize the multi-billion dollar "gray market" industry which
undercuts their domestic marketing.

170. Sony Corp. of Am. v. Universal Studios, Inc., 464 U.S. 417, 448 1984 holding that manufacture and
sale of VCR’s did not constitute contributory infringement. The Supreme Court has noted that "since the doctrine
is an equitable nile of reason, no generalLy ‘applicable definition is possible, and each case raising the question
must be decided on its own facts." Ed. at 448 n. 31 quoting KR. REP. No. 94-146 at 65-66, reprinted in 1976
U.S.C.C.A.N. 5680.

171. See Dr. Seuss Eaten., L.P. v. Penguin Books USA, Inc., 109 E3d 1394, 1399 9th Cit. 1997 applying
four elements of fair use doctrine to parody of Dr. Seuss poetry. The four factors to be considered by a court to
determine if the fair use defense exists are 1 purpose and character of the accused use; 2 nature of copyrighted
work: 3 importance of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole; 4 the effect of the
accused use on the potential market for or value of the copyrighted work 17 U.S.C. § L07 1994. Congress
viewed these factors as guidelines to be weighed in light of the objectives of copyright law, rather than as a
definitive test. Dr. Sean, 109 F.3d at 1399,

172. E.g.. Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music, inc., SEQ U.S. 569, 579-80 1994 finding that song which would
otherwise infringe on copyright was fair use as parody; Leibovitz v. Paramount Pictures Corp., 948 F. Supp.
1214, 1221 S.D.N.Y. 1996, aff’d, 137 F.3d 109 2d Cit. 1998 rejecting claim that all commercial use of
protected elements of copyrighted work is de facto infringement and holding that movie ad that parodied
copyrighted photograph did not infringe on the copyrighted work.

173. Campbell, 510 U.S. at 580. "For the purpose of copyright law . .. the heart of any parodist’s claim to
quote from existing material, is the use of some elements of a prior author’s composition to create a new one that,
at least in part, comments on thatauthor’s works." Id. See also Leibovitz, 94SF. Supp. at 1220 noting that a work
must comment upon or criticize the copyrighted work to qualify as a parody.

174, See Smith v. Jackson, 84 E3d 1213, 1219 9th Cit 1996 noting that scenes âfaire defense turns on
whether alleged copying can be explained by the common presence of same motives with a particular field of
work; Atari, Jnc.v. North Am. Philips Consumer Elecs. Cotp., 672 F.2d 607,616-197th Cit. 1982 stating that
scenes a faire refers to "incidents, characters, or settings" that are standard in the treatment of a given subject
quoting Alexander v. Haley, 460 F. Supp. 40,45 S.D.N.Y. 1978.

175. See NorthAm. BearCo., Inc. v. Carson Pixie Scott & Co., No.91 C4550, 1991 WL259O31, * 3 ND. Ill.
Nov. 27, 1991 noting that protecting expression of a general idea would bestow a monopoly of the idea upon
copyright owner; McDonald v. Multimedia Entertainment, Inc., 20 IJ.S.P.Q. 2d SNA 1372, 1375 S.D.N.Y.
1991 finding that single musical note or three-note sequence is too common to receive protection. See generally
wanAM PAmy, THE FAn Usa PRIVII.ECE INCopyluolir LAW 63-64, 465-66 1985.
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year imprisonment, $25,000 fine, or both. Congress soon realized this penalty did
not provide an adequate deterrent to those engaged in the business of record and
tape piracy. Consequently, Congress provided specific enhanced penalties for
copyright infringement involving sound recordings, phonorecords, motion pic
tures, and audiovisual works.’76 In 1992, Congress again altered the penalties for
criminal copyright infringement.’77 The basic offense now carries a maximum
sentence of up to five years in prison.’78 Any subsequent offense increases the
penalty to up to ten years of imprisonment.’79 All other violations are misdemean
ors.’80 In addition, the court may order the forfeiture of infringing copies and
equipment used in their manufacture.181
The Copyright Damages Improvement Act of 1999 was enacted to compel

changes in the Sentencing Guidelines, which further impact statutory penalties.’82
The new Guidelines increase the base offense level to eight.’83 Enhancement is
permitted for offenses involving manufactute, importation, or uploading of infring
ing works}M The offense level is further increased if the infringement amount
exceeds $2,000. 185

4. Reverse Engineering

Because oniy the expression of an idea, and not the idea itself, may be protected
under copyright, a copy made for the purposes of reverse engineering may
represent a fair use exception to the copyright doctrine. Reverse engineering is the
process, now most often applied to software, where a protected work is broken
down to its component and non-protected parts, from which a similar, competitive
but non-copy product may be created!86 When determining whether non-literal
elements’87 of computer programs are substantially similar in copyright infringe-

176. Faoanar. PROSECUTION MANUAL, supra note 8, at 9-1549. Currently, as the number of inffinging copies
increases, so does the maximum sentence imposed.

177. it!.
178. 18 U.S.C. § 2319bXl 1994. The penalty is for the "reproduction or distribution during any 180-day

period, of at least 10 copies.. . with a retail value of Less than $2500." it!.
179. 18 U.s.C. § 2319b2 1994.
180. is u.s.c. § 2319b3 1994.
181. 17 u.s.c. § 506.
182. Pub. L. 106-160.4 3, Dec. 9, 1999. 113 Stat. 1774, provides tInt: "Within 120 days after the date of

enactment of this Act... the Commission shall promulgate emergency guideline amendments to implement
4 2g of the No Electronic Theft "NET" Act."

183. U.S. Swrancmo Ouwaisas MAr1UAi. § 285.31998 & Supp. 1999 [hereinafter V.5.5.0. MSnML].
184. U.S.S.G. MA.r&rAl. § 285.3b2 1998 increasing the base by two levels or to twelve, whichever is

higher,
185. U.S.S.G. MAr4ua § 285.3bXl 1998 noting that the retail value depends on the value of the infringed

item, not on the offensive copy.
186. PArRY, supra note 175, at 468-77.
187. The literal elements of a computer program are the source and object code. Nonliteral elemepts include a

program’s structure, sequence and organization expressed through ‘general flow charts ... drganization of
inter-modular relationships, parameter lists, and macros," which are produced by the code’s interaction with
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inent cases, courts apply the Abstraction-Filtration-Comparison method.’88 First,
the court breaks down the allegedly infringing program into its constituent
structural parts and isolates each level of abstraction contained within that
structure.’9 Then the court sifts protected expression from non-protected mate
ria1!° Finally, the court compares the material structure of the allegedly infringing
program with the protected core of the original work.’9’ While reverse engineering
is often at issue in trade secret violations, the Abstraction-Filtration-Comparison
analysis has also been applied to copyright violations in software cases.’92

8. National Stolen Property Act

In the past, courts extended the protections of the NSPA to copyrighted
goods.’93 This extension was effectively overruled when the Supreme Court, in
Dowling v. United States,’ held that the NSPA’95 does not prohibit the interstate
transportation of goods infringing on another’s copyright!96 Because there had
been no actual physical removal or theft of the property, the Court held that the
Act’s requirement that the goods be "stolen, converted or taken by fraud" was not
met.

hardware and operating programs. Computer Assoc. Int’l, Inc. v. Altai, Inc., 982 E2d 693, 702 2d Cit. 1992
holding that the nonliteral elements of the examined works were not substantially similar.

188. E.g., Gates Rubber Co. V. Bando 1cm. Indus., 9 E3d 823, 834 10th Cit. 1993 adopting the test and
remanding for application.

189. Kg., Mitek Holdings, Inc. v. Arce Eng’g Co. 89 F.3d 1548, 3555 11th Cit. 1996 holding that a list of
allegedly protected elements provided by the plaintiff rendered abstraction unneeessaiy.

190. Under the filtration prong, the court removes elements that are: 1 taken from the public domain; 2
dictated by efficiency; or 3 required by factors external to the program, such as compatibility with other
programs, demands of the industry served, and mechanical specifications of the computers which will nm the
program. See Computer Assoc. In:?., 982 F.2d at 707 noting that a monopoly will not be granted where them is
effectively only one way to express an idea.

191. E.g., Computer Assoc. last, 982 E2d at 710-Il holding that nonliteral elements of compatibility of
rewritten computer programs were not substantially similar.

192. Kg., SegaEnterprises, Ltd. cc Accolade, Inc., 977 E2d 1510, 15189th Cit. 1993 holding that reverse
engineering undertaken for legitimate purpose is "as a matter of law a fair use of the copyrighted work"; but see
Atari Games Corp. v. Nintendo of Am., Inc., 975 R2d 832, 843 Fed. Cir. 1992 "The fair use reproductions of a
computer program must not exceed what is necessary to understand the unprotected elements of the work.1’.

193. E.g., United States v. Belmont, 715 E2d 459,4619th Cit. 1983 applyingAct to interstate transportation
of "off the aim" copies of motion pictw-es; United States Drebin, 557 F.2d 1316, 1328 9th Cit. 1977 holding
that copies of copyrighted motion pictures constitute goods, wares, or merchandise, and thus fall within the
meaning of the Act.

194. 473 U.S. 207 1985.
195. 18 U.S.C. § 23141994.
196. Dowliag. 473 U.s. at 216. The defendants in fowling taped, without authorization, commercially

unreleased Elvis Presley performances and produced record albums. hi. at 214. The Supreme Court, citing the
Copyright Act, concluded that Congress had not iritertded for the National stolen Property Act to apply to
copyright in&ingenient. Id. at 22 1-27.
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C. Mail and Wire Fraud Statutes

The mail and wire fraud statutes’97 impose criminal penalties on those who
utilize the mail or wires to defraud others through copyright infringement.’98 To
establish a violation of either statute, the government must meet the same criteria
as set out in Section ll.D. of this Article. Additionally, one district court has held
that federal copyright law does "not necessarily preempt other proprietary Hghts."
Because the defendants in that prosecution would not profit from their infringe-
meat until transmission by wire bad occurred, this court held that remedies were
not limited to those provided by the copyright statute, and that prosecution undei
the wire fraud statute was acceptable.20°

D. Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act

As with theft of trade secrets and trademark counterfeiting, RICO20’ claims can
be brought for copyright infringement if the infringing acts continue over a period
of time and relate to each other in a common plan created by the violators with the
intent to defraud.202 The Anticounterfeiting Consumer Protection Act of 1996
made copyright counterfeiting a racketeering activity under RICO.203

K Money Laundering Ac:

18 U.S.C. § 1956, the money laundering statute, defines money laundering, and
includes the receipt of proceeds from trafficking in counterfeit goods or goods
infringing on copyright as specified unlawful activities.204

F The Database Protection Bill

In October 1997, Representative Howard Coble introduced the Collections of

197. 18 U.S.C. § 1341,13431994.
198. See United Stares v. Manzer, 69 F.3d 222, 229 8th dr. 1995 using mail and telephone to sell

unauthorized satellite decryption equipment; United States v, Shultz, 482 E2d 1379, 1182 6th Cir. 1973 using
mails to sell counterfeit sound recordings; Cooper v. United States, 639 E Supp. 176, 180 M.D. Fla. 1986
using wires, specifically telephones, to disiribute thousands of pirated sound recordings.

199. United States v. Wang, 898 F. Supp. 758. 760 1. Cob. 3995.
200. Id. holding that wire fraud stamte could be applied.
201. IS U.S.C. §* 1961-19681994.
202. See supra Section lIE, of this Article discussing RICO; see aLso United States v. Drum, 733 P.24 [503,

150611th Cii. 1981 applying RiCO to charges arising out of sound recording copyright infringement business;
United States v. Sam Goody, Inc., 506 F. Supp. 380 E.D.N.Y. 1981 holding repeat copyright laftingers who
satisfied RICO criteria could not avoid prosecution on the grounds they were not members of organized crime
because RICO applies toy enterprise, both legal and illegal.

203. Pub. L. 104-153, § 3, 110 Stat 13861996 amending 18 U.S.C. § 19611.
204. IS U.S.C. § 1956c7D 1994 & Supp. IV 1998. Eor further discussion of this statute, and its

applicability to copyright law, see the MoNn LAUNDERING article in this issue.
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Information Antipiracy Act,205 which would provide criminal penalties for the
use of all or part of a "collection of information gathered, organized, or
maintained by another person through the investment of substantial monetary
or other resources."206 A violation of the proposed law would require willful
action, that the act be undertaken for commercial or financial advantage-
whether direct or indirect-and that the perpetrator cause loss or damage to the
compiler of the information.207 The Act passed the House on May 19, 1998,208
The Act was introduced into the Senate on July 10, 1998, but was not
enacted.209
On Jan. 19, 1999, Coble reintroduced the bill, as H.R. 354,210 with two new

additions. H.R. 354 adds fair use provisions for educational, research, and
scientific uses, and also clarifies that information contained in a database cannot be
protected for more than fifteen years.21’ However, research officials and adminis
trative officials criticize the Bill for having an unnecessarily broad scope of
protection, as well as inadequate provisions for ensuring free access to government
databases.212

V. Orcr SERvERS: Ciuttm&i. VIoLATIoNS OFTIJE Comoi FELONY Aa

This section outlines the application of the Copyright Act to on-line activities.
Part A discusses criminal liability of individuals who transfer files in cyberspace,
emphasizing conduct that constitutes infringement, the financial gain/threshold
requirement and the first sale doctrine, Part B addresses internet Service Providers’
liability for activities on their networks.

A. Criminal Liability

A criminal violation of the Copyright Act occurs when one willfully reproduces
or publicly distributes any kind of copyrighted work.213 The Copyright Act of

205. HR. 2652, 105th Cong. 1997. The Bill essentially created additional protection lOT database providers
against database piracy by adding a new Chapter 14 to 17 U.S.C. § 10. See Collections of lnfonnation 6111
Reinrroduced; Pair Use, lime Limitation Provisions Included, Jan.-Iune] Et.ac. CoMMtrncE & LAW RaP.
B.N.A. Vol.4, No.4 Ian. 27, 1999 discussing new provisions to bilL.

206. Id. at § 1201: 143 CoNG. REc. E2000 daily ed. Oct. 9, 1997 introductory remarks of Rep. Cable.
207. H.R. 2652, 105th Cong. § 1207a.
208. 144 Cong. Rec. 113398-01.
209. 1997 Us SB. 2291 SN.
210. H.R. 354, 106th Cong. 1999.
211. See Collections of Infon’nrnion Bill, supra note 205 discussing new provisions to Fl.R. 354.
212. See Database Bill is Still Flawed, Overbroad, Athninstration, Researchers Tell Panel, Ian-June] EiEc.

COMMERCE & LAW Rsp. B.N.A. Vol.4, No. 12 Mar. 24, 1999 discussing flaws in database bill.
213. For a general overview of the elements of the criminal copyright offense, see supra Section WA.!. of this

Ankle.
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1976214 protects the use of the text files,2t5 image files,216 and sound files217 on the
Internet.2t8 Criminal copyright infringement that: 1 is faciiitated by or achieved
through the Internet, and 2 meets the statutorily prescribed number of copies or
dollar value may lead to felony prosecution.2t9 Systematic, unauthorized trading in
copyrighted works on the Internet-whether sound, picture, or text files, or
unlicensed software distribution-potentially qualifies as trafficking in counterfeit
works.22° The protection that is, and should be afforded digital works is in dispute.
Commentators have argued that several areas of the Act should be amended in
light of the growing use of cyberspace?2’ Two issues that are particularly

‘4

214. Pub. L., No. 94-553, § 101,90 Stat. 2541-2589 codified as amended in scattered sections of Li U.S.C..
215. 17 U.S.C. § 101 1994. The 1980 amendment to the 1976 Act places computer programs within the

category of protected "literary works." Computer databases are also included in the category oP’literary works."
FLR. Rni’. No. 94-1476, at 54, reprinted in 1976 U.S,C.C.A.N. 5659, 5667 1975.

216. E.g., Playboy Enter., Inc. v. Freon, 839 F. Supp. 1552. 1555 M.D. FIa. 1993 recognizing fUll copyright
protection for digitized magazine pictures.

217. See 131MG Recordings. Inc. vt MP3.corn, 92 F. Supp. 2d 349, S.D.N.Y. 2000 granting summari
judgment for copyright inflingenient of musical recordings posted on the internet in the MP3 format. In an
out-of-court settlement, defendant CompuServe agreed to compensate music publishers for prior use of the
copyrighted songs. CompuServe also guaranteed that its music bulletin board managers would obtain licensing
agreements for the future use of any copyrighted material, as well as pay royalties to the copyright holders.
Matthew Goldstein, Accord Ends On-Line Suit Over Music, N.Y. L.J., Nov. 8, 1995, at 1; see Alan I. Hartnick, is:
Mechanical License in Cyberspace, N.Y. Li., Feb. 16, 1996, at 5 discussing need for such licenses to protect
copyrighted works.

218. The "Internet" refers to the on-line world and is used interchangeably with "cyberspace" and "Web." It is
described as "an international n&work of interconnected computers" from which any number of users may access
a "wide variety of communication and information retrieval methods." Reno v. ACLIJ, 521 U.S. 844.8491997
explaining and adopting Internet terminology.

219. 18 U.S.C. 23191994. Infringement often copies or phonorecords of one or more copyrighted works
valued at more than $2,500 carries a maximum sentence of five years for a first offense and ten years for a second
offense. Infringement of one or mare copies or phonoretords which have a total retail value of more than $1,000
carries a maximum sentence of one year. 18 U.S.C. § 23 19b 1994 amended by Pub. L. No. 10547, § 2d. Ill
Stat. 2678, 26791997.

220. 18 U.S.C. § 2319, 2319A 1994.
221. The White House created the National Information Infrastructure Task Force "IITF’ in February 1992

to investigate regulatory needs for the on-line world. The IITF then formed the Worldng Group on Intellectual
Property to examine the intellectual property implications of the National Information Infrastructure "Nil". On
July?, 1994, the Working Group released a preliniinaiy draft of its report, known as the "Green Paper." Following
testimony and public comments on this draft, the Working Group released in September 1995 a final version of the
report, known as the "White Paper." Its main finding was that "with no more than minor clarification and limited
amendment the Copyright Act wilt provide the necessary balance of protection of rights." W0IUUNO Gaour on
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY Riogrs IrcTELLECflJAL PROPERTY AND THE NATtONAL INTORMALION 1NFRASmUCrURZ 17
1995. avaikthle a: www.uspto.gov/web/olficeslcomldoclipthul lust visited Mar. 15. 2001 [hereinafter "WHITE
PAPER’

Several commentators have criticized the authors of the Wurra PAPnst for overbreadth and lack of technical
knowledge. SeeAndrew Grosso, Copyrighi and the Internet: A Footnote, A Sleig!uofffan4 antic Call to Reason,
Fea. L&w., Jan. 1997, at 44 arguing that the wnrmz Ps.pag definitions make "mere viewing" over the Internet
unlawful; Joseph V. Myers 111, Speaking Frankly About Copyright infringement on Computer Bulletin Boards:
Lessons to Re Learnedfrom Frank Music, Nescom and the White Paper. 49 V.ND. L. Rsv. 439, 450-62 1996
critidizing the WHITE P,&ynn for overstating liability contemplated by Copyright Act and distinguishing display
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problematic in the context of cyberspace are addressed here: 1 the "first sale
doctrine" exception; and 2 the statutory requirement that criminal liability be
based on findings of intent and commercial or financial gain.

1. Infringement Via the Internet

Unauthorized file transfers of copyrighted materials infringe upon the copyright
holder’s exclusive rights in two ways; uploading222 files violates the rights of
distribution and downloading223 violates reproduction rightsY4

In Napsier. the Ninth Circuit held that such conduct does not constitute fair
use.225 First, sending a file to an anonymous requester cannot be considere’d a
personal use and the purpose of saving the expense of purchasing copies is more
properly viewed as commercial.22° Second, copying an entire work weighs against
findings of fair use.227 Courts have refused to acknowledge unauthorized sampling
or space-shifting as fair uses in the context of file transfers.228

2. The Financial Gain Requirement or Threshold Violation

The "commercial advantage" or "financial gain" requirement for a finding of

from reproduction with regard to on-line violations of the Act; Pamela Samuelson, The Copyright Grab, 4.01
Wwa 135 1996 criticizing Wgrrg PAPER for misrepresenting judicial copyright precedent and extending
copyright protection beyond traditional commercial applications; Pamela Samuelson, Intellectual Property
Issues Raised by the National Information Infrastnwture, PRACTICiNG LAW lNsTmnE, PATENTS, Copyiuojrrs,
ThADEMARKS AND LrrnRARv Pitopewry Counsa Ht-n0800K Ssaiss, 454 PLT/PAT 43, 48. 56-57 1996, See
generally EnwArw A- CAW.zos & GAVINO Monn, CYasasPAca no Ti LAW 481994 DIscuss INS coeymoirr
PROThCTION issues RAiSED g’z’ [wrERimr; Iacs Ross, Nsnaw 83 1995 arguing United States intellectual
property laws have evolved along with technology and can protect intellectual property rights of owners in
cyberspace; Eric Schlachrer, The intellectual Propeny Renaissance in Cyberspace: Why Copyright Law Could
Be Unimportant on the Internet, 12 BERKUsY That. L.1. 15, 32 1997 analyzing deficiencies of traditional
copyright concepts with regard to Internet conventions and use.

222. Uploading denotes placing files onto a server from which they may be accessed by anyone browsing the
Web.

223. Downloading is the act of retrieving or accessing any information over the Internet.
224. See A&M Records, Inc. v. Napster, Inc., 239 E3d 1004, 1027 9th Cir. 2001 finding Napster users

directly infringed copyrights and that the service could be held contributorily and vicariously liable.
225. It at 1014-15.
226. id. 1015.
227. It 1016.
228. hi 1018-19. Through sampling, individuals make temporary copies of a work to decide whether they will

purchase it. The Ninth Circuit held unauthorized sampling is a commercial use, regardless whether "some users
eventually purchase the" work. Id. at 1018. Space-shifting invoLves individuals who download files of works they
previously purchased to gain the convenience of using a different format of the same work. E.g.. Sony v. Univ.
City Studios, Inc., 464 U.S. 417, 423 holding time-shifting, by recording television shows for later home
viewing, is a fair use; Reconling Indus. Ass’n of Am. v. Diamond Multimedia Sys., Inc., 180 E3d 1072, 1079
9th Cir. I 99 copying music files from a computer to a portable MP3 player is fair use. However, general file
sharing is not within the protected area of space-shifting because it simultaneously distributes the copyright
material to the public. See Napster, 239 F.3d at 1019 discussing transfer of MP3 files; UMG Recordings, [nc. v.
MP3.com, Inc., 92 F. Supp. 2d 349, 351-52 same.
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criminal copyright liability has previously hindered prosecutors?29 In United
States v. L.aMacchia,23° the defendant, who set up a secret bulletin board and
distributed unauthorized copies of commercially published, copyrighted software,
escaped criminal liability because he neither sought nor received financial or
commercial gain from his actions.231

In 1997, Congress enacted the NET Act, with the purpose of "criminalizing
LaMacchia-like behavior."232 The NET Act amended 17 U.S.C. § 506a to permit
the government to prove either financial gain or that one or more copies, or
phonorecords of one or more copyrighted works, were reproduced or distributed
during any 1 80-day period, provided that the copies have a total retail valpe
exceeding $1,000,233 Moreover, financially motivated transactions include trading
infringing material for other copyrighted works.234

3. The Internet and the First Sale Doctrine

The first sale doctrine allows a copyright holder to legally sell or give away her
copy of the work.235 Applied to file transfers in cyberspace, the doctrine permits a
person who legally installs or downloads236 a copy of a file to her own disk to
freely redistribute that copy, whether or not she assesses a fee to anyone else by
sending the file and then deleting her copy.237

229. Wi’irrg PAPER, .cupra note 221, at 228-29. The requirement lcd the Working Group to conclude that current
copyright law is "insufficient to prevent flagrant copyright violations in the NT! context." Id. at 127-28,

230. 871 F. Supp. 535 1, Mass. 1994.
231. hi at 537. Warez sites are anonymous, often short-lived file-transfer protocol "FTP" sites that erist

solely to disseminate unlicensed copies of software and/or passwords for pirate software. They are not usually
maintained for profit or malicious purposes and can be accessed by any user of the Internet of Usenet. See David
McCandles, Warez Wat 5.04 WIRED 133, 134-35 1997 "Want crackers, traders, and collectors do not pirate
software to make a living; they pirate software because they can. The mom the manufacturers harden a product
with tricky serial numbers and anticopy systems, the more fun it becomes to break.".

232. ER. Rn.. No. 105-339, at 3, 8 1997 explaining "LaMacchia-like behavior" as "IC]ornputerizcd
misappropriation in which the infringer does not realize a direct financial benefit but whose actions nonetheless
substantially damage the market for copyrighted works."; supranotes 141-43 and accompanying text discussing
NET Act. See generally Nnnnta & NiMMEa. supra note 125, at § lS,01B2. This Bill was known as the
"Anti-LaMacchia" Bill because the Court’s decision outraged the computer software industry. Coblenz, supra
note 14!, at 249.

233. Pub. L. No. 105-339, § 2b, 111 Stat. 2678 1997 amending 17 U.S.C. § 506a. The NET redefined
"financial gain" to include "the receipt or expectation of receipt." 17 u.s.c. § 101 1997.

234. No Elecjronic TheftAct NETAct, Pub. L. No. 105-147, 18 U.S.C. § 101; see aLto A&M Records, Inc. v.
Napster, Inc., 239 F.3d 1004,10159th Cir. 2001 noting, in dicta, that the conduct of Napster users was within
the NET Act’s meaning of financial gain.

235. 17 U.S.C. § 109a 1994 allowing ownerofa "particularcopyor phonorecotti lawfullymade.. , orany peison
authorized by such owner" to, without copyright owner’s anthorit "sell or otherwise dispose of the possession of that
copy or phonorecord". For a general overview ofthe first sale doctrine, see supra Section IV.A.2. of this Article.

236. Downloading is the act of retrieving or accessing any information over the Internet. By way of contrast,
"uploading" denotes placing files onto a server from which they may he accessed by anyone browsing the Web.

237. If the dowuloader is the equivalent of a record buyer, then,just as the latter may legally resell her copy of
the record, the former may resell whatever she downloaded. The difference between the two scenarios is that the
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However, there is a split in views regarding the situation where a copy is lawfully
downloaded to a computet rather than to a disk. Some argue that it is pennissible to
subsequently transmit the file previded that the initial purchaser deletes the copy on her
computer at substantially the same lime as she transmits a copy to another?8 Others
maintain that this still violates the exclusive rights of the copyright owner?39

B. Internet Service Provider Liability

Criminal liability for copyright infringement is predicated on a finding that the
alleged perpetrator acted willfully.240 The cyberspace context complicates the
prosecutor’s job because the defendant can convincingly argue an unknowftig
contribution to or commission of an offense.24’ The expansion of copyright law to
address the internet has yielded civil cases involving allegations of copyright
infringement directed against the system operator "Sysop"2 or the bulletin boani
service "BBS"?43 A service provider may be held liable for contributory2"

record seller sacrifices her copy of the record, whereas the download likely retains a copy of what she
downloaded. Warm PAF’ER. supra note 221, at 95.

238. William Sloan Coats eta!., Streaming into the Future: Music and Video Online, 20 Los’. L.A. ENT. 1,. REv,
285,294 2000 arguing that the doctrine depends on the fact thatthe number of copies does not increase; David
L. Hayes, Mva,iced Copyright Issues on the Internet, 7 Thx. krrat. Pgop. Li. 1,99 1998 same.

239. WHiTE Pat, supra note 221, a? 95 noting that this constitutes further copying.
240. 17 U.S.C. § 506a 1994 and Supp. IV 1998.
241. in contrast, a finding of civil copyright vicarious liability requires only that the defendant be in a position

to control the use of the copyr-ightcd works and had authorized such use without the owner’s permission. See Sony
Corp. v Universal City Studios, Inc. 464 U.S. 417,437 1984. See generally NIMMER & NTh4MER. supra note 125,
§ 12.04A2a.

242. The sysop is the entity that runs the on-line system or servIce.
243. See Sega Enter. Ltd. v, Maphia, No. CIW.A. 93.4262 CW 1997 WL 337558, 8t * I M.D. CaL June 9, 1997

permanently enjoining BBS operator from "displaying, tmrtsferriiig or making avaibbl&’ copyrighted video games
illegally copied by persons using BBS, upon finding owner knowingly facilitated infringement; Sega Enter. Ltd. v.
Maphia. 857 E Supp. 679, 683 MD. CaL 1994 holding defendant Sysop liable ause it operated electronic bulletin
board to wbich users uploaded plaintiff’s copyrighted games, while other users downloaded them, and defendant had
specific knowledge of, antI at times evensohcited, infringing actions; Playboy Enteit v. Finns, 839 F. Supp. 1552.1556-57
M.D. Ha. 1993 holding operator of computer BBS. which was accessible to customers for fee, liable for copyright
infringement because users had downloaded plaintift’s unauthorized picftnns; see alto Playboy Enter. v. Russ Harden
burllh Inc.. 982 F. Supp. 503,511-12 64.D. Ohio 1997 collectingcases discussing directorcontributory infrirgement by
BBS Sysop for allegedly displaying and distributing copyrighted documents placed on-liile by subscribers.

244. To hold a party liable for conxributoiy infringement, the government must prove that the system pmvider I knew
or had reason to know of direct infringement by its users and 2 induced or materially conthbuted to the infringing
conduct. See CableiHorne Communication Corp. vi Network Prods., Inc., 902 F.2d 829,84511th Cit. 1990 articulating
well-settled test for contributory infringer citing CaseLla v. Morris, 820 F. 2d 362, 365 11th Cir. 1987; see alto A&M
Records, Inc. v. Napster, Inc., 239 P.3<1 1004,1020-249th Clii 2001 finding likelihood oEcontributory liability where
Napster had actual knowledge of infringing material and materially contributed by providing support services without
which usas could not find and download music with ease; Potygram Intern. Pub., Inc. s’ Nevada/fiG, Inc.. 855 F. Supp.
13140. Mass. 1994 ruling that "defendant can be heldcontributorily liable for authorizing another to publicly perform a
work without permission ofcopyright owner" citing Danjaq, S.A. v. MGM/UACommunications. Co., 773 F. Supp. 194,
200-202 CD. Cal. 1991, <‘d, 979 p.247729th Cit 1992; NIMMER & Mn.ua, smqi’m note 125, § 12.04{A2a
explaining standard ofknowledge is objective: "know, orhave mason to know".
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or vicarious245 copyright infringement.
In Religious Technology Center v. Netcom On-Line Conununication Service,

Jnc.,6 the district court held that, absent a showing of actual knowledge of
specific acts of infringement, a BBS service provider could not be held directly or
vicariously liable for civil copyright infringement committed by a subscriber.247 At
the December 1996 Geneva meeting of the World Intellectual Property Organiza
tion "WIPO", liability for Internet Service Providers "ISPs" and Sysops was
almost unanimously rejected.248 In response to this international discussion,
Congress provided a safe harbor to ISP’s through the Digital Millennium Copy
right Act, which codified the holding ofNetcomY’9

In general, 17 U.S.C. § 512 exempts a service provider° from liability for
monetary, injunctive or other equitable relief for copyright infringement by reason
of the provider’s transmitting, routing, or providing a connection for such material,
or temporarily storing such material in the course of such a transmission, routing,
or connection.25’ The provider remains exempt from liability for copyright
infringement so long as the provider has no "actual knowledge" and is not aware of

245. Vicarious liability for copyright infringement extends beyond the employer-employee relationship to a
defendant that has 1 the right and ability to supervise the infringing activity and 2 a direct financial interest in the
infringing activity. Napster, 2001 WL 115033 * 16-’ 18 finding Napster was financially interested because future
revenues depended on increased userbase and that the company maintained the right and technological ability to
supervise users’ conduct by locating infringing materials listed on its search indices; Fonovisa, Inc. v. Cherry
Auction, Inc., 76 F,2d 259, 262 9th Cr. 1971 holding complaint stated a cause of action despite no
employer-employee re’ationship.

246. 907 F. Supp. 1361 M.D. Cal. 1995.
247. Id at 1374 holding that liability might exist where provider fails to remove infringing works after

receiving notice of posting on network.
248. See generally Bruce Ci. Joseph, The New WIPO Copyright and Phonograms Treaties: 7iven’-One Days

ii’ Geneva and the Return to Washington, in QWBAL ThADE.MARK MID COPYmOIrr: PRoitcimo [WrEU.ECWAL
Paopsnn RJGIJIS w TIlE JNmtNAU0r1AL MAPJCETPU.cE, 488 PU/PAT 3711997 describing outcome of WIPO
meeting; Pamela Santuelson, The U.S. DigitalAgenda a: WIPO, 37 V. I INT’l. 1. 3691997 same.

249. 17 U.S.C. § 5121994; Digital Millennium CopyrightAct, Pub. L, No. 105-304, [12 Stat. 2877 1998.
250. The statute defines a service provider, as used in subsection a of the statute, as "an entity offering the

transmission, routing, or providing or connections for digital online communications, between or among points
specified by a user, or material oldie user’s choosing, without modification to the content of the material as seater
received." 17 U.S.C. § 512kXIXA 1994. For all other subsections in the statute "the term ‘service provider’
means a provider of online services or network access, or the operator of facilities therefor, and includes an entity
described in subparagraph A?’ 17 U.S.C. § 5l2OcXlB 1994.

251. 17 U.S.C. § 512a 1994. Such liability exemption will only apply, however, if:

1 the transmission of the material was initiated by or at the direction of a person other than the
service provider, 2 the transmission ... is carried out through an automatic technical process
without selection by the service provider: 3 the service provider does not select the recipients of’
the material except as an automatic response to the request of another person; 4 ito copy of the
material made by the service provider.., is maintained on the system or network in a manner
ordinarily accessible to anyone other than anticipated recipients ... for a longer period that is
reasonably necessary for the transmission; 5 the material is transmitted through the system or
network without modification of its content.

Il U.S.C. § 512a 1994.
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information indicating that the material is infringing, and such provider "does not
receive a financial benefit directly attributable to the infringing activity."252
Although the law does not require a provider to monitor or otherwise seek out
information indicating infringement, the law does require that a provider, upon
obtaining such information, expediently remove or disable access to such mate
rial253 Those who knowingly, materially misrepresent that the material is infring
ing, or that the material was removed or disabled by mistake or misrepresented, are
liable for damages.2 Where a provider removes or disables access to such
material in "good faith," or based on circumstances "from which infringing
activity is apparent, regardless of whether the material is ultimately determined to
be infringing," she will generally255 not be liable.256

VI. PATENT

This Section is divided into three pans. Part A discusses criminal liability for false
patent marking. Part B addresses counterfeiting and forging of letters patent. Finally, Part
C discusses whether the National Stolen Pmperty Act applies to patent inflingement.

A. False Marking

While most federal remedies for patent misuse are civil, the Patent Act
establishes criminal liability for infringement.257 The false affixing, marking, or
use of the following constitutes false marking under the statute if done in
connection to sales or advertising: 1 "the name or any imitation of the name of
the patentee," 2 the patent number, or 3 the words "patent" or "patentee."258
Additionally, the use of the word "patent," or any word or number indicating that

252, 17 U.S.C. § 5l2clAi, ii, ctB1994.
253. 17 U.S.C. § 512clAiii, c1C 1994. However, such limitations an liability are contingent

upon the provider’s designation of an agent to receive notifications of such infringement and making contact
information available through its service. 17 U.S.C. § 512c2 1994.

254. 17 U.S.C. § 512tjl.2 1994.
255. 17 u.s.c. § 5 l2g2 1994 discussing an exception under which a service provider could be liable for

taking down material.
256. 17 U.s.C. § 512gXl 1994.
257. 35 U.S.C. § 292 1994 providing a gui tam cause of action whereby a penalty, in the form of a line not

more than $500 for each offense, may be imposed and divided between the person bringing suit and the United
States. But see Filinon Process Corp. v. Spell-Right Corp., 404 F.2d 1351, 1355 D.C. Cit. 1968 holding that
although 35 U.S.C. § 292 is penal in nature, it is not a criminal statute.

258. 35 U.S.C. § 292a 1994; see also Lang v. Pacific Marine and Supply Co., 895 F.2d 761,765 Fed. Cir.
1990 holding trial court’s dismissal of false marking count proper because alleged infringing ship hull was still
being manufactured and the article "must be completed before section 292 will allow a claim to continu&’;
Arcadia Mach. & Tool v. Sun-rn, Ruger& Co., 786 F.2d 1124, 1125 Fed. Cir. 1986 holding that label declaring
contents of package ‘niay be maiuifactured under" one or more listed patents or pending applications did not
violate false patent marking statute when box was uset for various models; Cal. Med. Prod. V. Tecnol Med. Prod.,
92! R Supp. 1219, 1261 D. Dcl. 1995 finding that affixing the patentaumber to an article where the patent had
lapsed did not violate the false marking statute because the patent was then reinstated. But see Telectronics
Pacing Systems v. Ventritex, 982 F.24 1520 Fed. Cir. 1992 holding that "a patentee should be unable to seek a
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the item is patented, in connection with a non-patented item violates this statute, as
does the use of the words "patent applied for," "patent pending," or any other
words falsely conveying the staws of a patent.259 To prove any of the above
violations, deceitful intent of the defendant must be shown.25°

B. Counterfeiting or Forging Letters Patent

Letters patent is the display of information on the item that the government has
given the manufacturer the right to exclude others from making.26’ The Letters
Patent statute26 imposes criminal sanctions on persons forging, counterfeiting, or
altering any letters patent, as well as knowingly passing, uttering, or publishing a"s
genuine, any such letters patent.263

C. National Stolen Property Act

In addition to excluding interstate transportation of goods infringing on anoth
er’s copyright from the coverage of the NSPA,264 Dowling v. United States265
implied, and has been interpreted to mean, that the Act also does not apply to the
interstate transportation of goods infringing on patents.266 Because patent infringe
ment, like copyright infringement, does not involve a physical taking, the Supreme

declaration of inffingement against a future infringer when a future infringer is able to maintain a declaratory
judgment action for non infringement under the same circumstances,".

259. 35 U.S.C. § 292a 1994; see Project Strategies Corp. v. Nat’l Communications Corp., 948 F. Supp. 218,
226-27 E.D.N.Y. 1996 holding patent marking statute was not violated in part because the use of the phrase
"U.S. and foreign patents granted and pending" was not false or misleading where the granted patent was foreign
and the pending patent was in the United States.

260. 35 U.s.c § 292a 1994; see also Boyd v. Schuldkraut Giftware Corp.. 936 P.2.176,792.1 Cir. 1991
holding cosmetic compact case manufacturer who misunderstood instructions to delete reference to patent
holder’s patent number and shipped compacts with holdcr’s number had not intended to deceive the public;
Brose v. Sears, 455 F.2d 763, 769 5th Cir. 1972 affirming Sal court’s dismissal of plaintiff’s qui tarn suit
because the intent of Sears to deceive the public was not proven; Project Strategies Crnp., 948 F. Supp. at 227
holding patent marking statute was not violated in part because "there wasn’t a scintilla of evidence of any intent
to deceive the public"; Johnston V. Textron, Inc., 579 F. Supp. 783, 794-96 D. ItI. 1984 finding intent to
deceive the public by the use of the word "patented" in a radio advertisement in connection with a noo-pntented
article after being notified by patent holder of the falsity of such use, aff’d, 758 F2d 666 Fed. Cir. 1984.

261, 18 U.S.C. § 4971994 making criminal the forging, counterfeiting, or altering of any letters patent, as
well as knowingly passing, uttering, or publishing as genuine, any such letters patent.

262. 18 U.S.C. § 4971994.
263. 1,8 U.S.C. § 4971994.
264. 18 U.S.C. § 2314 1994 holding anyone knowingly involved in the transportation of stolen goods,

securities, moneys, fraudulent State tax stamps, or articles used in counterfeiting shall be fined or imprisoned
under this title not more than ten years, or both.

265. 473 U.S. 207 1985 holding that a National Stolen Property Act provision imposing criminal penalties
for interstate transportation of stolen property did not reach the interstate transportation of"bootleg records." that
is, unauthorized copies of commercially unreleased performances of famous entertainer; the phonorecords were
not "stolen, converted or taken by fraud" except in the sense that they were manufactured and distributed without
the consent of the copyright owners of the musical compositions performed on the records.

266. See iS at 227 "Despite its undoubted power to do so, however, Congress has not provided criminal
penalties for distribution of goods infringing valid patents."; see also Naso v. Park, 850 F. supp. 264, 275
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COurt took a literal view of the Act’s requirement that the copyrighted goods in
dispute be "stolen, converted or taken by fraud."267 The Supreme Court has not
revisited the issues decided in Dowling, although the circuits have weighed in on
the Court’s literal view of the Act.268

VII. ART CRJ14ES

Art crime has become a booming multi-billion dollar industry,269 third only to
illegal drug smuggling and arms trading markets.27° Crimes span simple theft and
vandalism27’ to forgery,272 money laundering,273 and various forms offrud?

S.D.N.Y. 1984 holding patent-infringing microform reels were not stolen, converted, or fraudulently-taken
goods under the meaning of the National Stolen Property Act.

267. Dowling, 473 U.S. at 216-17 finding that National Stolen Property Act "coatemplate[sJ a physical
identity between the items unlawfully obtained and those eventually transported" and finding that language of
copyright statutes clearly distinguishes possessory interests ofcopyright holder from ordinary property interests.

268. See Halted States v. Lennon, 814 F.2d 185 5th Cir. 1987 refusing to extend the fowling exception from
the National Stolen Property Act penalty for copyrighted items to a case where money launderer mingled
fraudulently obtained hinds with legitimate funds and then transported all funds across state lines; United States
v. Wallach, 935 F.2d 445 2d Cit. 1991 holding that the unique nature of copyrights, which do not provide a
copyright holder with the full panoply of property rights over their work-namely possessors’ rights-allowed for
the Dowflng court to find the National Stolen Property Act was inapplicable to copyright infringers, and that that
reasoning could not be extended to interstate transportation of fraudulently acquired checks.

269. See David Holmstrom, Sw/en-An Marker isa Big Biudness at $2 Billion A Year, CrirusitAN 5cr. MoNrroR,
Aug. 11, 1994, at I; Michael James, Internet May Shed Light on Shadowy An Thieves; FBI and Interpol to
Display Stolen Works on Web Sites. BALTrMORE SUN. Aug. 17. 1998, at LA citing An Loss Register’s estimates of
$3 billion of stolen, unaccounted artworlcs, numbering over 100.000; see also Christine Spolar, Antiques Upfor
Grabs in Budapest: Hungarian Families Vie to Sell Heirlooms to Posh Galleries, WASH. POST, Dec.31, 1997, at
A 17 discussing natural growth in illicit art trade when prices escalate and currency falters and warning that lals
prices soar, the potential for fraud multiplies".

270. See Steve Lopez with Chatiotte Faltermeyer, The Grew An Orper: Is the He&: of the Century About to Be
Solved? Two Cons May Hold the Answer, ‘flME MAo., Nov. 17, 1997, at 74 tracing recent developments in recovery
efforts of nine works valued at $3i million stolen ftvm Boston’s Gardner Museum in 1990; çf Anthony L Del Piano,
The Fine An ofForgety Theft and Fraud, ClaM. Jun., Summer 1993, at 16,17 contending that art theft is second only to
illicit drug market; Jason Bennetto & Antoine Banet-Rivet, b4ont London, July26, 1999, at 7 stating that underground
art crime industry is worth £3 billion a year and is second only to the illegal drug tat.

271. See David Roscnzwcig, Er-UCL4 official collapses at Sentencing in An Theft Coun: Fanner Head ofStudent
Counseling, Wiry is Undergoing Chemotherapy, is Given 10 Month Sentence, LA. Thins, November 9, 1999, at 82
showing UCLA’s Director of Counseling was sentenced to ten months in jail and IonS to pay $41,280 in restitution to
the gallery to whom she sold a stolen work by Arthur Wesley Dow for $200,CCO;Alan Riding, .4 Crime %Mrve in Chateau
Country: $urglars Scramble to Meet the Demandfor French Antiquities, N.Y. Thins, May 11, 1999, at El increasing
international demand for 18th and 19th century French art has resulted in a rash of burglaries of minI French chateaux;
Wtlliam Trashy, Picture This: An Thievery is Thriving, L.k Thins, Aug. 16, 1994, at HI. Theft and vandalism of art
despite their often tremendously costly and devastating effects, usually do not demand the degree of sophistication that
characterizes whirccollarcrimc; howevcr the subsequent resale or laundering ofstolen art, a major elczncntofwhite collar
art crime, is complex and sophisticated. See Del Piano, supra note 270. at 18 noting trafficking of stolen an transforms
simple thefts into complex criminal enterprises. For mview and discussion on the use of civil actions to seek relief in art
crimes, see generally Steven A. Bibas, Nota The Case Against Statuses ofLisnitalionrforStoknAn, 103 YAL,a Li, 2437
1994, in which the author rejects property approaches to art crinres and argues for the elimination of statutes of Ilinitajion
for victims who report art thefts. See generally Ashton Hawkins, et aL, A Tale of Two innocents: Creating an Equitable
Ba/once Between the Rights ofFormer Owners andGood Faith Purchasers ofStolen An, 64 FOROUAM L Rn 491995
advocating legislative encouragement of international arts registry to establish rights and liability limitations for
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White-collar art criminals act as gallery or auction house dealers,2" museum
directors or curators,276 and collectors.277 Even artists may engage in tactics

pwvhascrs of valuabLe art; William 0. Pearistein, Claims for the Repatriation of Cultural Property: Prospects for a
Managed Ann’QUftiCS Mw*e;, 28 LAW & POL’Y INT’L Bus. 123 1996 analyzing patrimony claims and proposing
managed antiquities market. Ongoing investigations into World War 11 looting has vaulted consideration of this issue to
the forefront of the art world. See John Authers & Richard Wolfe, LootedArt Quanda,yfor Museums: U.S.to Reveal
Details of Trafflcken, FIN. ThES London, Dcc. 2, 1998, a! 4 discussing Nazi’s theft of over $2 billion in art ax 1945
prices and the U.S. State Departmerfl’s plan to release a list of "more than 2,000 art dealers suspected of trafficldng ‘m ait
looted by the Nazis’.

272. SeeCristinaCarlisle,AsLaiinA,nea*anAflPricesRise.So Do Forgeries, N.Y. ThflOct 6,1998, atE2C[f]he
recent boom in prices for Lain works has created a parallel fake market, particularly for modem Cuban masters?’; Julie
a Dam et al,, The Faking Game Demand Keeps Growing for Big-Name An-and Brazen Forgers am Happy to
Provide an Ps/Ins Sq’, TIME Iwr., Mar. 10, 1997, at 50 citing former New Yo1lc Metropolitan Museum of Art
director’s estimate that "halfforgeries" and "OUUigJIL fakes" comprise nearly half the art on the market; Alycen Mitchell.
SeeingRedoverRiopelle:AnDealerxand Collectors air GeaMg Badly Burnedby Forgeries ofhis Wart FIN. Port, Nov.
22, 1997, at 30 discussing first picture forger convicted in Canada amidst wave of fake RiopeUes. For some fascinating
accounts of big-time art fraud, see Laz CATIERALI, Tim GREAT DALIAnFMuuAND Oman Dricrrio&s 1992; Thos
Hovrro, FAlSE IMPRESSIONS: Txg Fjunr Iva B1O-DME Agr FNULS i996; JAMES Koomvrwi, FAxinG it: An 1nnaJt.-
‘rtotBwuocrw’rw oFAgr nm Lnapx F rtGauns 1949. 19S6 1987.

273. For example, the Drug Enforcement Agency DEA staged "Operation Dinero" to uncover money
laundering by the Call Columbia drug cartel, netting three paintings attributed to Picasso, Rubens and Reynolds.
See Anna I Kisluk, DE.4 Operation Nets 3 Pictures, IFAR RD., Dec. 1995. at 6, 8; see also United States v.
Crabiree, No. 92-6330. 1993 WL 359689, at l 10th. Cir. Sept 3, 1993 affirming defendant’s money
laundering conviction where defendant transferred $50,000 of proceeds from the sale of a Renoir painting to an
account to hide frnds front the bankrupt estate; Antony Thorneroft, Landscape ofLarceny, Fin. Post, Mar. 15,
1997, at26 describing botched attempts to sell $170 million worth of Old Masters taken in the Russborough heist
leading to use of paintings as collateral for other crimes; Cusromssuction ofa DoltAccents Laundering by An,
Monay LAurqoEIur4G MaT, June 1, 1995 noting "large disparity between cash bank deposits made by auction
houses and cash receipts reported by them on IRS Fomi 8300"; Jo Durden-Smith, Masterpieces as Money, ‘lbwu
& Couwmy MONTHLY, July 1, 1996, at 30 concluding art works are just another form of money. For a general
discussion of money laundering, see tIre MONEY LAUNDERING article in this issue.

274. See Jeff Leeds, Fanner Doctor Is Convicted in An Fraud Care, L.A. Tmeas, July 21, 1999, at Cl
describing man convicted of eighteen counts, including conspiracy and wire fraud, after he faked theft of Monet
and Picasso paintings from his home to get $17.5 million insurance settlement.

275. "[Thirty to forty] percent of the world’s available antiquities pass through the sale rooms in New York and
London. Roughly [ninetyj percent of these pieces are of unknown provenance, meaning they are almost certainly
stolen, smuggled, or both." Richard McGill Murphy, A Corrupt Culture, NEw LEADER, Feb. 23. 1998, at 15
reviewing Peter Watson’s SOTHEBY’S: THE INSIDE STORY, a scathing exposØ of the reputed auction house.
Sotheby’s reactions to such claims have been startling. "Sothehy’s was breaking no laws selling smuggled
material. We are here to make money" explained former London managing director. JuLie Rekai Rickerd,
Revealing the Rot ofa VenerableAucion House, Fn’z. Post, Feb. 21, 1998, at R5. Watson also accused Sotheby’s
of creating a false market by manufacturing telephone bids to increase floor auction prices. Ii see also Lisa .1.
Borodkin, Note, The Economics ofAntiquifies Looting and a Proposed Legal Alternative. 95 COLUM. L. REv. 377,
385-861995 discussing ways in which art auction system contributes to perpetration of art fraud.

276. See Joun E Conlcu?4, ART CRIME 87 1994 asserting that art fraud can be perpetrated by collectors,
dealers, museums, and auction houses alike; Laura McFarland-Taylor, Comment, Tracking Stolen Anworks on
the Internet: A New Standardfor Due Diligence, 16 J. MAitsitcu. I Ccmcnrrrsn & fro. L. 937 detailing an
account of how Sotheby’s staff "allowed 4smugglcd artifacts which had been taken from religious sites’ to be sold
through Sotheby’s"; Steven F. Grover. Note, The Weedfor Civil-Law Nations to Adopt Discovery Rules in tin
Replevin Actions: A Comparative Study, 70 Thx. L. REv. 1431, 1438 1992 asserting some reputable museum
staffers may be tempted by lucrative corruption.

277. See Dalya Alberge. Dealers Hand Over Li Million Art to Swindlers, TIMES London, Sept. 1. 1999
describing how Italian man posing as collector duped more than a dozen respected, leading gallery owners
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facilitating subsequent white-collar crime.27S An appraiser may refuse to authenti
cate a legitimate artwork as part of a conspiracy to drive up the value of the
remaining stock.279 These perpetrators use their positions of power or privilege to
commit non-violent crimes that often require an advanced level of education and
intellect,280
More recently, Sotheby’s, the world’s largest art auction house, has been under

investigation for alleged price-fixing and securities fraud.28’ On Oct. 5, 2000,
Sotheby’s announced its former President and CEO, Diana Brooks, was pleading
guilty to price-fixing based on conversations she had with Christie’s, the world’s
second largest art auction house.282

Several obstacles to detection of art crimes exist: auction houses and collectors
may often be reticent to report fraud;283 and swindled buyers, who may fear
embarrassment or unwelcome attention by thieves and IR agents, continue the
deception in order to resell the piece, or balk at the threat to the legitimacy of the
remaining pieces in their collection.284 The complexity and expense of accurate
authentication also impedes detection.?85

and dealers in elaborate scam resulting in loss of many important works, including some by Guardi rind
Geerards.

278. See CONKLIN, supra note 276. at 84 hypothesizing that Dali signed blank sheets of art paper to make
inexpensive photographic reproductions, which were then marketed as high-priced "originals" or "limited
editions".

279. But see Kramer V. Pollock-Krasner Found., 890 F. Supp. 250 s.D.N.Y. 1995 rejecting dealer’s
allegation of conspiracy by authenticators in refusing to authenticate his alleged Pollock painting; Vitale v.
Macthorough Gallery, 32 hJ.S.P.Q. 2d 1283 SD.N.Y. 1994 dismissing purchaser of alleged Poliock painting’s
claim that authenticators and dealers conspired in refusing to authenticate his painting.

280. S Steven Mark Levy, liability of the Art Expert for Professional Malpractice, 1991 w. L. Rev. 595,
596 "Fine arts experts, including authenticators, appraisers and consultants, wield tremendous financial power in
the art market.".

281. In addition to pleading guilty to securities fraud for making false statements in SEC filing regarding a
price-fixing operation Sotheby’s was running with Christie’s, the auction house and its executive director were
named defendants in a shareholder’s class action, filed in the Southern District of New York. In it Sotheby’s
Holdings, No.00 Civ. 1041 DLC Aug. 31,2000 ordering all other defendants named in the class action suit to
be dismissed leaving Sotheby’s and its President, Diana Brooks, alone to face charges of price-fixing and
securities fraud.

282. See Statement from Sotheby’s Board of Director’s, Oct. 5, 2000, available at http://www.sothebys.com/
abou&pressreleaselindex.html last visited Mar. 2.2001.

283, See Harlan Levy & Constance Lowenthal, Stolen and Sm;ggled Art. N.Y,L.3., Dec. 9, 1997, at 1
discussing the failure of Christie’s auction house to alert authorities when it learned that a manuscript submitted
to be sold was stolen from a cathedral in occupied Germany after WWII; instead, Christie’s .simply returned the
manuscript to the seller’s agent.

284. DeniseM. Topolnicki & 1. Howard Green, The FineAn ofFraud, Moun, Sept. 1926, at 73. Furthermore,
there is no simple either-or dichotomy between authentic and fake art works. See RH. McRurusseN, PMlnmos,
Ger’xutue, Fnsun, FA.xs: Mooau MEthoDs OF Exswaso PAINtiNGS 20-34 1985 listing fifteen categories of
‘authenticity".
285. See Lawrence S. Bauman, Note, Legal Control of the Fabrication and Marketing of Fake Paintings, 24

STAN. L. Rgv. 930, 935-36 1972 noting unavailability of art experts for the purposes of authentication and
providing several reasons for this problem. For examples of high-priced scientific authentication techniques, see
David Conrads, Progress is Real for Those in the Business of Spotting Fakes: Scientists and Art Historians are
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In addition, many art crimes are easy to perpetrate.286 Novice collectors are
often willing to rely on a dealer’s reputation instead of researching their purchases,
which encourages and rewards art crime.287
The international art community has welcomed several recent innovations in purchas

ing art?8 publicizing art theft?89 tracing provenance?° and mgistering works of ait29’

F.retinga Formidable Barrier Between Art Forgers- andAn ,Wuseurn,s, Cumstw’j Sci. MonrroR, Oct. 8, 1996, at
12 and Leonard I. Du Buff, Controlling the Artful Con: Authentication and Regulation, 27 HASnNGS Li. 973,
988-970976.

286. See Mitchell, sztjira note 27!. at 30 explaining forgers’ preference for modem art because its simpler
style facilitates imitation and does not require complicated antiquating techniques.

287. See Robin Morris Collin, The Law and Stolen Art, Anftzcts, and Antiquities, 36 How, U. 17,27 1993
stating that consumers seldom inquire into legitimacy of an work; Topolnicki & Green, supra note 284, at 73
noting that victims of many art frauds are usually novice collectors; cf Balog v. CenterArt Gallery-Hawaii, Inc.,
745 ft Supp. 1556, 1562 D. Haw. 1990 "[Slome well-executed fakes have fooled even knowledgeable buyers
and dealers.": Bauman, supra note 285, at 932-34 citing numerous methods of forgery, such as faked signatures,
completions of unfinished canvases, misrepresentation of a work’s author, reproductions, pastiches Ia method of
combining elements of several works to create a new work], and faked unfinished drawings.

288. See generally CoHn Watson, Bleak Picture on Theft and Frau4 CnmEmtA ‘flMES, Jan. 13, 2000, at 11
uncovering the huge money making potential for countries in traffickIng in stolen cultural artifacts-even their
own-isso great that there is little compliance with the UNIDRO1T Convention of] 995. In addition, many major
owners of looted art and cultural artifacts are not signatories to the convention, like the UK; Stephen K. lirice,
World War I/and the Movement of Cultural Properly: an Introduction and BriefDiMiography for the Museum
Administrator1 LEGa PROBLEMS OF MUSEUM ADMINISTRATION, ALl-ABA COURSE OF Sruny MATsrnLs, Mar. 26,
1998 listing books and websites to consult when researching potential acquisitions.

289, The Art Loss Register maintains an international, permanent, computerized clearinghouse on stolen and
missing art; their image database of over 60,000 items has been instrumental in the recovery of numerous stolen
objects. For more information regarding the Register, see The Art Loss Register, available at http://
www.astloss.com last visited Mar. IS, 200!; see also Eric V. Copage, A Rogues’Gallery, N.Y. TIMES, § t4, at 4
noting Art Loss Register’s success in helping to recover more than 900 items worth $75 million over past eight
years; Barbara Lantin, The Art ofHelping Police wirh Inquiries, INDEP, London, Apr. 3, 1996 discussing rote of
Art Loss Register. The International Foundation for Art Research WAR, a non-profit organization dedicated to
preventing and recovering stolen, forged, and misattributed art works, maintains the ALit’s U.S. office. See
generally Bennetto & Banet-Rivet, rapt-a note 270, at 7 discussing CD-ROM database of photographs and
descriptions of over 17,000 art and antique items now available for use by "police fortes, museums, auction
houses, and dealers in Interpol’s 177 member countries". But cj Laura McFarland-Taylor, Comment, Tracking
Stolen Anworlts on the Internet: A New Stan4ardforvue Diligence, 16£ MARSHAa I. CoMnrrER & INRI. L. 937,
963-68 1998 discussing confusion caused by the high number of web sites concerned with stolen art and the
need for one official site to effectively combat art crimes to be used by international law enfonemeni, owners,
sellers, and purchasers,

290. The Getty Research Institute for the History of Art and the Humanities an independent entity of!. Paul
Getty Trust has established the "Getty Provenance Index" which documents the provenance history of
ownership of over a half-nilflion art works, which are coded by means of their "Object ID Checklist." This
database is currently available on-line and on CD-ROM. See The Jetty Research Institute for the History of Art
and the Humanities, The Jetty Provenance Index, available at http:llpiedlgetty.cdu:80 last visited Feb. 25 2001.

291. A San Francisco high-technology firm has developed a digital registration process, "ISIS," Intrinsic
Signature IdentifIcation System that could help resolve disputes about authenticity and ownership of art works,
thereby discouraging forgery and theft, The process is ‘based on the premise that all objects contain unique
microscopic physical features ad random anomalies that cannot be duplicated." Suzanne Muchnic, Have Forgers
Finally Met Their Match? A New Digital Registration Process Could Discourage Forgery and Theft and Help
Resolve Disputes AbourAuthenticisy and Ownership of Valuable Artworks, L.A. Tn,cs, July 2, 1995, at Calendar
50 concluding that the success of this project remains uncertain. For further information on ISIS, see Verification
Technologies, Inc., Main Page, available at http:/Iwww.netventure.conilvti/isis last visited Feb. 25, 2001.
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However, a lack of effective legislafion2 and the application of inconsistent due
diligence standards by courts have hampered attempts at effective containment and
resolution of art crimes. The remainder of this Section examines existing federal and
state laws that have met with limited success in combating art crimes.

Part A of this Section addresses the federal measures applied to art crime
prosecutions, specifically the Theft of Major Artwork Act, the National Stolen
Property Act, the mail and wire fraud statutes, the Copyright Felony Act, and
compliance with UNESCO and IJNTDROIT treaties. Part B reviews state art crime
prosecutions under larceny and forgery laws that have been extended to protect art
and antiquities.

A. Federal Statutes

1. Theft ofMajorArtworkAc:

The Theft of Major ArtworkAct2 "TMAA" specifically targets criminals that
have stolen or fraudulently obtained "any object of cultural heritage"295 from a
"museum."296

292. Sec B auman, supra note 285, at 931 asserting existing state and federal regulatory attempts to control art
crime frequendy fail because available statutes for prosecution of art crime are primarily intended for other
purposes, thus requiring creative tailoring to be of much use; Du Boff, supra note 285, at 998 stating such
stotutes may also be ineffective because their penalties me insufficient deterrents in light of the potential profits.
Paced with this statutory futility, prosecutors frequently choose not to waste precious funds and time on a losing
battle. See Halo5, 745 F. Supp. at 1564 stating dealer’s authentication of a work, unless that dealer witnessed
work being produced, "can never be more than an educated guess or opinion"; Dii Iloff, supra note 285, at 998
asserting intent requirement for fraudulent authentication may encourage sellers to intentionally not authenticate
works.

293. See McFarland-Taylor, supra note 289, at 939 arguing for "an internationally recognized standard of due
diligence in reporting lost or stolen artworlcs utilizing the Internet". But see Under Secretary ol State Thomas
Pickering, Address before the Centennial Celebration of the American Schools of Oriental Research Apr. 14,
2000 outlining steps taken by the United States to combat international trafficking in stolen cuLtural property,
including historic artifacts, sculptures, and architectural pieces. The United States, as the first art-importing
country to ratify the 1970 UNESCO Convention on Cultural Property has entered into bi-lateral arrangements
with the following eight nations in order to protect an array of archaeological treasures: Cambodia, Canada,
Cyprus, Peru, El Salvador, Guatetnaia, Mali, and Bolivia, available at bttp:// www.state.gov/www/policy,,.rernarks/
2000/2000-index.html#apr last visitS Feb. 25,2001.

294. See 18 U.S.C. § 6681994 laying out the standardand penalties fortheftofmajor artwork which include
fines and a sentence of no Longer than ten years. The Act is part of the much larger Violent Crime Control and
Law Enforcement Act of i994, Pub.L. 103-322, Sept. 13, 1994, 308 Stat. 1796 amending the Omnibus crime
Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 to allow grants for the purpose of developing and implementing residential
substance abuse treatment programs within State correctional facilities, as well as within local correctional
facilities in which inmates are incarcerated fern period of time sufficient to permit substance abuse treatment; cf
S. 2783, 106th Cong. 2d sess. 2000 2 1st Century Law Enforcement Law Enforcement and Public Safety Act,
proposing changes to the "Omnibus Crime Control and Safe streets Act of 196W’.

295. IS U.S.C. § 668aX2 1994 ‘[O}bject of cuhural heritage" is defined to include "any object that is
either a over 100 years old and worth over $5,000, orQ worth at least $100,000, regardless of age.".

296. 18 U.S.C. § 668aU 1994. Museum is defined broadly enough to include most libraries. The Act
protects any organized and permanent institutions that a are in the United States, b are "established for an
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The TMAA also penalizes possession of an object known to be stolen or
fraudulently obtained.297 The statute of limitations for returning an indictment or
filing information extends to twenty years after commission of the art theft298 to
compensate for the often delayed detection of such crimes and the unique
difficulties of recovering stolen works.299
The first reported charge under this statute occurred in January 1998, when the

FBI in Philadelphia charged two defendants for the theft of over two hundred relics
from the Historical Society of Pennsylvania.30° The TMAA has also been utilized
in the prosecution of cases involving thefts from the New York Public Library for
the Performing Arts.30t Most recently, federal courts have used the act to justifx
sentencing computation based on cultural and market value of item stolen.302

2. National Stolen Property Act

The NSPA prohibits the transportation,303 sale, and receipt or possession of
stolen goods valued at or over $5,000 that have crossed state or United States
boundaries.304 To obtain a conviction, the defendant must have knowledge that the
good is stolen.305

essentially educational or aesthetic purpose," c have a professional staff, and 4 own and regularly display to
the public tangible objects. Id.

297. 18 U.s.c. § 668b2 1994 making both theft of a cultural artifact and knowing receipt, concealment,
exhibition or disposition of a stolen cultural artifact a crime punishable by fine or prison sentence.

298. IS U.S.C § 3294 1994 providing a twenty year statute of limitations for art theft prosecuted under
§668.
99. See Patty Oerstenblith, Cultural Propeny and World War I: Sonic hnplicatioasforAnwrican MMseums:

A Legal Rackgmund, Laiw. Paomn.ts oi MUSEUM ADMINISTRATION. ALl-ABA Counse OF S’rurrv MATERIALS,
Mar. 26, 1998. at 20 discussing judicial side-stepping of traditional statute of limitations in order to facilitate art
recovety,

300. See Joseph A. Stobodzian, Case of the Missing Jiistorj; FBI Recovers Artifacts Worth $3 Million;
Electrician, Janitor Charged, WASH. Post, Jan. 8, 1998, at R7 describing stolen objects, including artifacts, from
Revolutionary War and Civil War eras.

301. See United States v. O’Higgins, 55 F. Supp. 2d 172, 175 SaltY 1998 rejecting defendant’s
Commerce Clause challenge to § 668 for theft of one leaf from a Mozart piano minuet, and an essay and three
letters by Richard Wagner because the theft of objects ofcultural heritage "has a substantial impact on the national
economy" by impacting the price of art across state lines anti increasing the cost of insurance; Bill Alden, Theft of
Cultural Objects Crime Clears Constitutional Hurdle, N.Y.U., Oct. 15, 1998. at I describing 0’!!iggins’
determination that the Act is constitutional.

302. E.g. United States v. Medford, 194 E3d 419, 425 3d Cii. 1999 holding that the cultural value of an
artifact or artwork stolen can be added to the market value for sentencing purposes.

303. 18 U.S.C. §23141994.
304. IS U.S.C. *2315 1994; see United States v. Trupin, 117 R3d 678, 685 2d Cit. 1997 rejecting

defendant’s Commerce Clause challenge to 18 U.s.c. * 2315 and affirming defendant’s conviction for possession
of stolen painting, "Le Petit Concert" by Marc Chagali.

305. 18 U.S.C. § 2314,23151994; see Trupin, 117 F.3d at68l finding sufficient evidence of defendant’s
knowledge that painting was stolen due to defendant’s lack of insurance coverage for the painting, the unrecorded
status of the painting in defendant’s personal property inventory, and defendant’s decision to not display the
painting. See generally l.evy & Lrjwenthal. supra note 283, at I stating that although no art dealer has ever been
indicted under the National Stolen Property Act for knowingly relurning stolen art "to a party other than its true
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3. Mail and Wire Fraud Statutes

United States v. Center Art Gallery-Hawaii, Inc.306 exemplifies the successful
prosecution of art crime using mail and wire fraud statutes!°7 The gallery and its
two owners were each convicted308 for activities involving the largest art fraud
ring in history?fi The defendants, however, were not prosecuted for the sale of
forged works of art, nor for their false appraisals, but rather for mailing false
authentication certificates to customers and soliciting further business over the
telephone in violation of mail and wire fraud statutes.31°

Despite some prosecutorial success,31’ the requisite demonstration of criminal intent
inhibits wide scale utilization of mail and wire fraud statutes to punish art crime.

4. Copyright FelonyAct

A stringent mens rea requirement similarly limits the usefulness and success of
art crime prosecutions pursued under the Copyright Felony Act?’2 The statute
protects only unpublished works and works not in the public domain, leav

owner," as Christie’s did when it returned a stolen manuscript to seller’s agent, stnmte’s language would pennit
such interpretation if a "creative and aggressive prosecutor" was interested.

306. Cr. No- 890012503 tIM D. Haw. May 4, 1990, aff’d, Nos. 90-10612,90-10616,90-10617, 1993 WIt
1181769th Cit Apr. IS, 2993 finding gallery owners operating a large art fraud ring guilty of mail and wire
fraud, as opposed to any art specific crime.

307. 18 U.S.C. § 1341 1994 mail fraud; 18 U.S.C. § 13431994 wire fraud.
308. The gallery’s president was fined $750,000 and given a three-year prison sentence, and the vice-president

was fined $282,000 and given a two-and-a-half year prison sentence. They were also ordered to pay restitution,
See CoNals, supra note 276, at 83. See generally CATFERALL, supra note 272, at 163-328 reviewing
devetopmentofCenterArt Galleries frauds.

309. See An Ga1!et Officers Convicted in Dale Case, NAT’r.. Li. May 21, 1990, at 6 deeming scandal "the
largest art fraud in history at a consumer loss of more than $100 million from 1977 to 1989".

310. In addition, civil litigation based upon the same conducL paralleled the criminal prosecution. See Granat v.
Center Art Galleries-Hawaii, Inc., No. 91-7252 RLC, 1993 WL 403977, at 1, $ 8.0.14.1. Oct. 6, 1993
denying defendants’ motion to dismiss complaint that sought damages resulting from purchases of over-valued
Monet and Gaugin paintings; Balog v. CenterArt Gallery-Hawaii, Inc., 745 F. Supp. 1556, 1573 0. flaw. 1990
denying defendants’ motion forjudgmcnt on the pleadings finding any applicable statute of limitations tolled.

311. See United States v. Austin, 54 Fad 394,4057th Cir. 1995 afiInning in part defendant’s convictions for
mail and wire fraud through sates of counterfeit an works; United States v. Arnie, 95 P.34 135, 145-46 2d Cir.
1993 affirming defendants’ mail fraud convictions for their distribution of fraudulent art work. The Amid
defendants were running what was reputed to be "the single largest worldwide source and distribution network of
bogus prinis." David S. Hulzenrath, Cracking Down on Counterfeit An; U.& Charges 4 in the Global Distribution
ofBogus Prints, WASH. Post, Jan. 31, 1992, at CI. A dealer of the Amid works also pled guilty to mail fraud. It!
In United States a Burke, four owners and representatives of Manhattan’s Barclay Gallery were each charged and
convicted of all twenty-two counts of mail fraud and twenty-eight counts of wire fraud. No. 88Cr. 722 MBM
S.D.N.Y. 1990; CA’rmLw., supm note 272, at 96. The gallciy "allegedly used high-pressure telephone sales
pitches" to pcrpetate its scheme. Arnold B. Lubascb, U.S. Accuses 4ofHigh Profits in Fake DallAn, N.Y. Thins,
Oct. 4, 1988, at B6; see also Marianne Ycn, 4 Charged in DalArt Fraud, WASFI. Post,. Oct. 4, 1988, at Dl
describing Barclay Gallery’s sales methods.

312. 18 U.S.C. § 2319b-c 1994 criminal infringement of acepyrighfl.
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ing many older works unprotected.3t3 Also, many forgeries do not involve
copying.3t4

£ UNESCO and UNIDROIT.’ Enforcement by Treaties

In 1970, the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization
"UNESCO" adopted the "Convention on Cultural Property Implementation,"315
which the United States implemented in 1983 through the Cultural Property
Implementation Act "CPIA".316 However, legislation currently pending could
allow for improved procedures for restricting the importation of stolen archaeologi
cal and ethnological material.317 The treaty intends to protect the "cultuhil
patrimony" of countries "from the pillage of archaeological or ethnological
materials" by providing import restrictions for such objects.318 The CPIA estab
lished the "Cultural Property Advisory Committee,"319 which has led to restric
tions on imports of antiquities from several countries.320 In addition, the CPIA
grants authority to the United Stated for the seizure and forfeiture of cultural
property that is in violation of import restrictions.32’

Because several countries considered major forces in the art trade failed to ratify

313. See Bauman, supra note 285, at 939 noting limited use of copyright laws in art crimes prosecution.
314. Id.
315. Nov. 14, 1970, 10 1.L.M. 289,823 IJ.N.T.S. 231. See generally Euz.cBErH SIMPSON, THE Sroas or WAR;

WORLD WAR II AND ITS AFTERMATH: THE Loss, REAflEARANCE, AND RECOVERY OF CULTURAL PRoPERTY 272-311
[997 setting forth relevant treaties.

316. Pub. L. 97-416, Title [11, 96 Stat. 2329. 2350 1983 codified at 19 U.S.C. § 2601-2613 1994.
Because the CPIA mainly restricts the importation of illegally imported foreign cultural property and only affords
redress to foreign state parties to the UNESCO convention, it does not provide private causes of action and is thus
‘Limited to an extremely small ... subset of potential claims." See Hawkins et. aL, supra note 270, at 83. See
generally Lawrence M. Kayo, The Future ofthe Past: Recovering Cultural Psvperiy. 4 CAxoozo J. Iwr’ i. & COMP.
L. 23, 24-25 1996 dIscussing history of international response to illicit trade in cultural property: John P.
Shin; Comment, A New World Order For Cultural Property: Addressing the Failure of lnteniadonal and
Domestic Regulation of the International An Market, 34 SANFA CLARA L. REV. 977 1994 proposing
axnendnients to the Convention to increase its efficiency in reducing illegal art trade; John Henry Merryman,
Thinking About the Elgin Marbles, 83 Micti. L. REv. 1881, 1892-1893 1985 discussing inability of the
Convention and subsequent legislation like the CPIA to reduce the illegal traffic of cultural property; Marilyn
Phclan, A Synopsis ofthe Laws Protecting Our Cultural Heritagc, 28 Nsw ENO. L. REv. 63, 981993 discussing
enactment, purpose. and scope of CPLA.

317. Cultural Property Procedural Reform Act, H.R.4372, 106th Cong., 2d session 2000.
318, 19 U.S.C. § 2602a 1994. To be considered an object of archaeological interest, the object must be of

cultural sigtiftcance, be at least 250 yea’s old, and be discovered in land or under waler. 19 U.S.C. § 260l2Q
1994. To be considered an object of ethnological interest, the object must be "the product of a tribal or
non-industrial society" and be ‘impottant to the cultural heritage of a people." 19 U.S.C. § 26012Oi 1994,

319. 19 U.S.C. § 26051994 establishing the Cultural Property Advisory Committee,
320. See Carl Nagin, Hot An: Illegal Traffic in Antiquities, TowN & Cout’rav Monrmx, Mar. 1, 1995, at 138

discussing effectiveness of committee despite its "cumbersome bureaucratic process".
321. 19 U.S.C. § 2609 1994 seizure and forfeiture statute; see United States v, An Original Manuscript

Dated November 19, 1778, No. 96 Civ. 6221 LAP, 1999 WL 97894, at 8 S.D.N.Y. Feb. 22, 1999 ordering
forfeiture to United States of illegally imported original manuscript bearing Junipero Serra’s signature that
belonged to "California?’ collection of Mexican National Archives.
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the 1970 UNESCO Convention, UNESCO asked the International Institute for the
Unification of Private Law, Rome "UNIDROrT" to prepare a new treaty that
would provide protection to art trade in the rest of the world.322 This treaty,
completed on June 24, 1995, would greatly expand protection, but has a significant
restriction: it oniy applies to art works stolen or looted after the date that the host
country has ratified the treaty.323 Thus far, out of the twenty-two countries who
have signed the treaty, only three have ratified it, while two others have acceded to
it.324 The United States abstained from voting on the treaty and has not yet signed
or ratified the UNIDROIT convention. This convention has generated significant
controversy in the United States and the United Kingdom because art dealers claim
they will no longer be able to exhibit or sell works in countries that have ratified
the convention, on the grounds that the works might be confiscated by the country
of origin, leaving art dealers without a cause of action.325

B. State Approaches

Various states have recognized the importance of promoting the arts by

322. Final Act of the Diplomatic Conference for the Adoption of the Draft IJNIDROIT Convention on the
International Return of Stolen or illegally Exported Cultural Objects, June 24, 1995, 34 LL.M. 1322 {Jiereinafter
UNThROIT. The final title of the treaty is "UNJUROIT Convention on Stolen or Illegally Exported Cultural
Objects."

323. Id. at l334-35, art. 10 stating provisions apply prospectively, not retroactively.
324. See Lix! ofthe States Which Signed the Convention, available at http:Ilwww.tufts.edufdepartments/fletcher/

mutti/www/trnidroit95-rat.htrnl last visited Feb. 25.2001 Listing 22 signatories.As of January 1998. Lithuania,
Paraguay, and Romania ratifled the UNIDRO1T treaty while China and Ecuador acceded to it. On Jan. 21, 1998.
the tlfth ratification instrument was deposited by Romania with the Italian government Consequently, pursuant to
Article 12, paragraph 1 UNIDROIT, Ch. 5, art. 122, 34 I.L.M. at 1335, die treaty will enter into force between
these five nations on July 1, 1998. See Letter from Marina Schneider, Research Officer, Unidroit Secretariat Feb.
12, 1998 on file with the it,nerican Criminal Law Review} noting "that Pen and Hungary have already passed
the law permitting the ratification and we are waiting for the formal deposit of the instruments"; see also Richard
P. Clreenfield, The Trouble with the Trojan Gold, NEWSDAY N.Y., Jan. 7, 1996, at MS explaining why United
States has abstained from voting on UINIDROI’F convention; Kimbell to Host Swiss Collection: Paintings Find
Temporary Sanctuary in Fort Worth, DALLAS MoaNn4o Naws, July 5, 1997, at 43A discussing problems in
ratification process. For general discussion and analysis of UNIDROJT, see Martha Schneider, The UNIDROTI’
Convention on Stolen or Illegally Exponed Cultural Objects, available at http:/fwww,city.ac.ukfartspol/
schneider.html last visited Feb. 25, 2001 describing history and purposes of the convention. See generally
Brian Bengs, Note, Dead on Arrival? A Comparison of the UNJDRO1T Convention on Stolen or Illegally
Exported Cultural Objects and US. Property Law, 6 ThANSNA’r’L L. & C0NmI.!?. Puoss. 503 1996 analyzing
potential effects of UNIDROIT on United States property law; Marilyn E. PheJan, The UNIOROIT Convention
on Stole,, or illegally Exported cultural Objects Confirms a Separate Property Status for Cultural Treasures, 5
Vill. Sports & But. LI. 311998 discussing importance of following UNIDROIT due to the "universal value of
cultural property"; Jennifer Howard, Objects of Desire; Contested Artifacts Are the Prize in an International
Culture Clash, WASH. Post Dec. 14, 1997, at Cl describing inherent complications in repatriating artistic and
cultural objects.

325. E.g., Godfrey Barker & Laura Stewart, The Arts: Maastricht-the Last Art Fair?, DAILY ThLECRAPH
London, Mar. ii, 1996, at 18 claiming if the Netherlands ratifies eaty. art dealers will move annual fair from
Maastricht to non-ratifying country; Hawkins, supra note 271, at 86 ‘[i]f adopted, tJNTDROIT would
effectively supplant the CPIA."
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including provisions aimed at their protection and encouraging their develop
ment.326 A number of states have enacted criminal simulation statutes designed to
customize existing forgery laws, which, without such modification, are limited to
actions associated with written documents and cheeks. For example, New York’s
Criminal Simulation Statute327 extended New York’s preexisting statute aimed at
forgery of cultural property328 to "antiques, objets d’art, rare books, and compa
rable matter?’329

Twenty-six other states and Guam have codified similar "criminal simulation"
provisions into their penal codes,33° reflecting a growing awareness of the special
type of protection needed in the art community. In three states, however, these
statutes do not apply to all art and antiquities, but are limited to certain excavated
or historical objects.33’ Imposing stricter requirements, two states require disclo
sure of the number of copies in limited editions of fine art works, with penalties
and injunctions for inadequate or erroneous disclosure.332 In addition, states often

326. E.g., Ats. CODE § 32-6-470 2000 promoting the arts with a statute aimed at "raising funds for
arts education, including the fine arts by providing for a distinctive license tag or plate to raise funds
for art education."; N.Y. Awrs & CULt Aw LAW. § 3.01 MeKinney 1984 stating promotion of arts as
statutory goal.

327. N.Y. PENAL LAW § 170.45 McKinney 1984 making a person is guilty of a class A misdemeanor
criminal simulation when I "jWith intent to defraud, he makes or alters any object in such manner that it
appears to have an antiquity, rarity, source or authorship which Et does not in fact possess;" or 2 Ewlith
knowledge of its true character and with intent to defraud, he utters or possesses an object so simulated.". The
New York statute "substantially adopts a similar provision of the M0DEr. PENAL CODE 224.2." Staff Notes of
the Commission on Revision of the Penal Law, N.Y. PenAl. LAW § 170.45 McKinney 1984.

328. Former N.Y. Pana LAW § 959 was aimed at the ‘r]eproduction or forgery of archeological objects."
Staff Notes of the Commission on Revision of the Penal Law, N.Y. PENAL LAW § 170.45 McKinney 1984.

329. N.Y. PENAL LAW § 170.45 MCKINNEY 1984: see N.Y. ARTS & CULT. Aw. Lw § 13.03 McKinney
Supp. 1997 falsifying cerlilicates of authenticity for a work of fine arts isa class A misdemeanor.

330. See ALA. CODE § 13A-9-10 1995; Aissg.& STAT. § 11.46330 MActile 1996; ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN.
§ 13-2004 West 1989; ARx. CODE ANN. § 5-37-213 Michie 1993; Cow. REV. STAT. § 18-5-1101990; Conn.
Ogn. STAr. ANN. * 53a-141 West 1994; HA. STAT. ch. 267.131993; 9 GUAM CODEAX*C § 46.161995; HAW.
REV. STAT. § 708-855 1993; IOwA CODE § 715A.3 1997; Ky. REV. STAT. ANN. § 516.110 Banks-Baldwin
1995; ME. REv. STAT. ANN. tit. 17A, § 705 West 1983; Miss. CODE Ann. § 39-7-27 1996; Mo. REV. STAT.
§ 570.091 1979; MoNT. CODE Ann. § 22-3-441 1995 Nan. Rev. STAr, § 28-6061995; N.H. Ray. STAT. Ann.
§ 227-C:17 19E9; NJ. STAT. Ann. § 2C:21-2 West 1995; Outo REV. CODEANN. § 2913.32 Anderson 1996;
OR. Rev. STAT. § 165.037 1995; 18 PA. Cons. STAT. Ann. § 4102 1983 & Supp. 1997; SD. Cornnnn LAWS
ANN. § 1-70-37 Michie 1992; ‘ItNN. CODE Ann. § 39-14-115 1997; Thx. CODE Ann. § 32.22 1994; UTAH
CODE Ann. § 76-6-518 1995 & Supp. 1997; Vr. STAT. Ann. S. 13, § 2023 Supp. 1996; Wis. STAT. Ann.
§ 943.38 West 1996.

331. These three states are Florida, Montana, and South Dakota. Ft.*. STAT. ch. 267.13 1993 limiting
application to ‘any archaeological or historical object"; MoNT. CODE Ann. § 22-3-441 1995 limiting
application to heritage property or paleontological remains; SD. CoDIFiED LAws § 1-20-37 Michie 1992
limiting application to "any archaeological, palconitological, ethnological or historical’ object.

332. E.g., CAL. Civir.Coor § I 744a10, 1745 to 1745.5 West 1985 & Supp. 1997 requiring disclosure of
total size of limited editions with penalty not to exceed $1,000 for each violation; 815 ILL. CoMP. STAT.
§ 345/0.01-9 West 1997 same.
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use traditional statutes, such as conspiracy333 or grand larceny, to prosecute
art-related fraud.334

VIII. SENThNCING

Several provisions of the Guidelines are applicable to the theft of intellectual
property.335 This Section delineates the provisions applicable to each statute: the
EEA, the NSPA, the Trade Secrets Act, the Mail and Wire Fraud statutes, RICO,
the TCA and Copyright Felony Act, and False Marking and Counterfeiting or
Forging Letters Patent statutes. Because a defendant may be prosecuted under any
combination of these statutes, the grouping analysis must be considered wh&i
determining the defendant’s sentence after a multi-count conviction.336

A. Economic EspionageAct of1996

Defendants convicted of violating 18 U.S.C. § 1831 may be imprisoned for a
maximum of fifteen years and/or fined $5OO,OOO. Those convicted of violating
§ 1832 may be imprisoned for up to ten years and/or fined $5OO,OOO. Defen

333. In February 987, the New York Attorney General’s Office obtained the first felony convictions in the
nation against the operators of a telephone boiler-room gallery in its conspiracy prosecution of four defendants in
the Carol Convertine Gallery case. See Topolnicki & Green, supra note 284, at 73. The defendants reached
potential customers over the telephone and by mailing brochures and price lists and providing false certificates of
authentication. Two defendants pleaded guilty to conspiracy, and two others were convicted of nine counts of
fraud. One defendant was convicted of an additional eight misdemeanor counts for the issuance of the false
certificates. See Cowtain, supra note 276, at 82-83. The gallery was in part supplied by another member of the
Amiel family. See Douglas C. McGill, FakeAn Prints: Big Business Getting /3isger N.Y. Dss, July 22, 1987, at
Al; see also United States v. Arnie!. 813 F. Supp. 958. 959 E.D.t4.Y. 1993 describing convictions obtained in
that prosecution. In related civil litigation, a French corporation which claimed an exclusive license itt DaI
works filed a civil RICO suit, under IS U.S.C. § 1962c enterprise involvement in racketeering, based on
predicate acts of money laundering, mail fraud, and wire fraud. See Galerie Furstenberg v. Coffaro, 697 F. Supp.
1232, 1294 S.D.N.Y. 2988 dismissing plaintiff’s money laundering, conspiracy, and trademark claims, but
allowing civil RICO suit bused solely on mail and wire fraud acts.

334. See People v Mabboubian, 543 N.E.2d 34, 36 N.Y. 1989 discussing defendants’ attempts to
defraud insurance company by staging theft of art forgeries and collecting on the value of authentic pieces;
cf. Bill Callahan, Ar: Dealer Senrenced in Wiegliorst Swindle, SAr4 DtEO0 UM0N-’fnm., Sept. 27, 1989, at 83
citing unreported California case in which art dealer Louis Almeida was convicted on six counts of grand
theft, carrying sentence of up to seven and one haLf years in state prison, for selling forgeries of paintings of
OlafWieghorst.

335. U.S. Sunuqcmo 3umarws MANUAL 1998 [hereinafter U.S.S.G. MANUAL.
336. U.S.S.G. MM1UAI. § 3D1.I-3D1 .5 1998 explaining calculation of single offense level for multi-count

convictions. This secuQn explains how the U.S.S.G. MANUAL rules seek to provide incremental punishment for
significant additional criminal conduct. To assess a multiple count sentence the most serious offense is used as a
slatting point. Any additional counts determine how much to increase the offense level, but, convictions on
multiple counts do not result in a sentence enhancement unless they represent additional conduct that is not
otherwise accounted for.

337. 18 U.S.C. § 183 1a Supp. IV 1993.
338. is u.s.c. § 1832a Supp. IV 1998.
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darns are sentenced under § 2B1.l,339 which permits an increase by two offense
levels for trade secret theft where the defendant knew or intended that it would
benefit a foreign government, instrumentality, or agent.34° Although the LEA
mandates forfeiture of any proceeds or property derived from violations, property
used to commit or facilitate the commission of the crime may be forfeited only at
the discretion of the court.3" Existing state law continues to provide alternative
relief; the EEA specifically states that it does not "preempt or displace any other
remedies, whether civil or criminal."

B. National Stolen Property Act

The NSPA imposes imprisonment for not more than ten years and/or a fine
determined under Title I g,342 Defendants convicted of violating the Act are
sentenced under § 2B The base offense level of four applies where the total
loss to the victim is $100 or less,3"4 The offense level rises as the financial loss to
the victim increases, up to a maximum increase of twenty offense levels for losses
exceeding $so,ooo,o0o." Additionally, if the offense involved more than mini
mal planning, the offense level is increased by two 1evels.3 If the defendant is a
person in the business of receiving and selling stolen property, the offense level is
increased by four levels.347

C. Trade SecretsAc:

Violations of the Trade Secrets Act may result in a maximum one-year
imprisonment, a fine determined under Title 18, or both; moreover, the convicted
person is removed from office or employment.34S Defendants are sentenced under
§ 2H3.l of the Guidelines for a Trade Secrets Act conviction?9 The base offense

339. US$13. MANUAL § 281.1 1999. Section 281.1 covers offenses involving econontic espionage under
is u.s.c. § 183! and also applies to theft of trade secrets violations as defined under § 1832.

340. U.S.S,G. MNu’w § 281,1b7 1998.
341. 18 U.S.C. § 1834aI Supp. iv 1998. Thecoutt mayconsider ‘The nature, scope, and proportionality

of the use of the property in the offense," 18 U.S.C. § 1834a2 Supp. IV 1998. The forfeiture provision has
been likened to the forfeiture provision in RICO. See Michael Coblenz, Criminal Punishment of Trade Secret
Theft Under New FederalLaw: The Economic EspionogeAct of 1996, A.B.A. lPNswst., Spring 1997, at 11 & 49
discussing factors court may consider in determining whether to impose forfeiture.

342. 18 U.S.C. § 2314 1994 describing who falls under the Act for crimes involving stolen property.
Section 2314 was amended in 1994 to remove the outdated maximum lIne. Pub. L No. 103-322, Tide XXXIU,
§ 330016IXL. 108 Stat. 1796,21471994.

343. U.S.S.G. M*uun. § 281.11998.
344. U.SS.G. MANUAL § 281.1a, 1U 1998.
345. U.S.813. MANUAL § 2B1.IbU 1998.
346. 0.5.5,0. MAIqUAL § 281,lb4A 1998.
347. U.S.S.Q. tytuwAl. § 281.1bX4B 1998.
348. 18 U.S.C. § 1905 1994 making it a misdemeanor for any employee of the United States to disclose

trade secrets "[t]o any extent not authorized by law".
349. U.S.S.O. MANUAL app. A 1998 laying out the rules for invasions of privacy and eavesdropping.
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level of nine is increased by three if the purpose of the conduct was to obtain
commercial advantage or economic gain.350 If the conduct facilitated another
offense, § 2H3.1 requires the application of the guidelines for the other offense
when that offense level is the greater of the two.35’

D. Mail and Wire Fraud Statutes

Defendants convicted of mail and wire fraud risk a maximum five-year sentence
and/or a fine determined under ‘Title 18.352 If the crimes affect a financial
institution, fines can increase to $1 million and the prison term can expand to thirty
years.353 Defendants convicted of mail or wire fraud are sentenced under § 2F1.l
of the Juidelines,354 The base offense level of six applies where the total loss to
the victim is $2,000 or less.355 As the financial loss to the victim increases, the
offense level then rises up to a maximum increase of eighteen offense levels for
losses exceeding $80 million.356 Additionally, the offense level can be elevated by
two levels if the offense was committed through mass-marketing3" and by another
two if the crime involved either a scheme to defraud more than one victim or more
than minimal planniing.358

E. Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt OrganizationsAct

Convictions under RICO carry a maximum sentence of twenty years andlor a
fine determined under Title Additionally, RICO requires that the defendant
forfeit any interests in enterprises established, operated, or maintained in violation
of the statute.36° Defendants convicted under RICO violations are sentenced under

350. IJ.S.S.C1. MANUAL § 2B3.1a-b 1998 setting the base level offense for economic gain from the
crime.

351. U.S.S.O. MANUAL. § 2113.1c1 1998 setting the guidelines for a cross reference offense.
352. 18 U.S.C. § 1341, 1343 1994 covering mail fraud and wire, radio or television fraud, respectively.
353. 18 U.S.C. § 1341, 1343 protecting financial institutions in cases of mail and wire fraud.
354. U.S,S.G. MtuAL app.A199$. For a complete discussion of sentencing under Wire and Mail Fraud, see

the MAIL AND WIRE FRAUD article in this issue.
355. U.S.SAJ. MANUAl. § 2F1.1a.b 1998 setting the base level offense.
356. tJ,S,S.G. M&NUAI., § 2F1.lbC,1 1998; see United States v. Austin, 54 E3d 394, 4027th Cir. 1995

upholding sentence based on sales revenue of $3.8 million, even though the art works "were worthless fakes"
having no value.

357. U.S.S.O. Mn1tmJ. § 2F1.1Q93 1998 involving fraud or deceit through mass-marketing.
358. U.S.S.O. MANUAL § 2F1.Itb2 199$; see United States v. Men. 65 F.3d 1531. 1537 9th Cu. 1995

sustaining increased sentence.
359. 18 U.S.C. § 1963a 1994 stating criminal penalties attendant to a RICO conviction. Two bills

currently pending in Congress may affect sentencing under this and other statutes, 21st Century LawEnforcement
and Public Safety Act, 5, 2783, 106th Cong., 2d session June 26. 2000, Money Laundering Act of 2000, I-lit.
4695, 106th cong,, 2d session June 20,2000.

360. 18 U.S.C. 1063a 1994 concerning any proceeds obtained from racketeering activity.
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§ 2E1. i.36’ The Anticounterfeiting Consumer Protection Act of 1996362 broadens
the scope of RICO to include intellectual property violations but does not change
the penalties.

F Trademark Counterfeiting Act and Copyright Felony Act

Defendants convicted of violating the TCA face a prison term of not more than
ten years andlor a fine of up to $2 million.363 Organizations convicted of
trafficking in counterfeit goods risk a maximum fine of $5 million.3M However, a
first-time conviction for trafficking goods that bear forged or counterfeited labels
may result in not more than five years imprisonment and/or a fine detennithd
under Title 18.365 Upon a determination that any articles in the possession of a
defendant bear counterfeit marks, the goods may be ordered destroyed.366
A violation of the Copyright Felony Act constitutes the reproduction or

distribution, during any 180-day period, of at least ten unauthorized copies of one
or more copyrighted works with a collective value of more than $2,500.36?
First-time offenders may be imprisoned for not more than five years368 and/or
fined not more than $250,000 for an individual, or $500,000 for an organization.369
Repeat offenders risk an increase in the maximum prison sentence to ten years.37°
In addition, if the offender derives personal financial gain from the offense or
causes third-party financial losses, the offender may be fined up to the greater of
twice the gross gain or twice the gross loss.37’ The Copyright Felony Act
prescribes a misdemeanor sentence of a maximum one-year imprisonment and a

361. See U.S.S.G. MANuAl, app. A 1998. For a complete discussion of sentencing under RICO, see the
RACKETEER INFLUENCED fl.41 Cogiurvr ORcM1aznous Acr article in this issue.

362. Pub. L. No. 104-153, § 3. 110 Stat. 13861996 amending IS U.S.C. § I 9611KB.
363. lB U.S.C. § 1320a 1994 trafficking in counterfeit goods or services.
364. See Id. § 2320a 1994 requiring higher penalties for repeat offenders.
365. 18 U.S.C. § 2318a 1994 and Supp. IV 1998. In 1996, the statute was amended to include "computer

programs." Pub. I,. No. 104-153, § 4a-b, 110 Stat. 1386, 138719%.
366. 18 U.S.C. § 2320b 1994; see Vuitton v. White, 945 F.2d 569, 575-76 3d Cit 1991 discussing

requirements for relief under the exparte seizure provision of the Act: lime Warner v. Does 1-2, 876 F. Supp. 407
ED.N.Y. 1994 explaining that although Congress granted an cx parts seizure right for infringement cases, the
search and seizure must comport with certain safeguards intended to guard civil defendants’ Fourth Amendment
rights. Specifically, the court held that a seizure carried out by a private investigator-not a United States
Marshall-violates a civil defendant’s Fourth Amendment rights.

367. 18 U.S.C. § 2319bU 1994. The Copyright Felony Act dues not require that all affected copyrights be
of the same class or held by the same copyright owner. See Saunders, supra note 131, at 690. The ten copies or
phonorecords can be an aggregation of works by diffcrcnt authors, allowing for the establishment of a case of
criminal copyright infringement against an infringer who has adversely affected several different copyright
holders.

368. IS U.S.C. §23l9bU 1994 explaining sentence for criminal copyright infringement.
369. 18 U.S.C. if 3571b.c 1994 establishing a range of 6nes for individuals and organizations

contingent upon loss to victim and the class of the felony of the conviction.
370. 18 U.S.C. § 2319b2 1994 explaining sentence for repeatoffender.
371. IS U.S.C. § 3571d 1994.
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fine not to exceed $100,000 for any criminal copyright infringement failing to
meet the numerical thresholds described above.372 Finally, § 506b grants the
court the discretion to order the forfeiture and destruction of infringing items and
all implements, devices, or equipment used in their manufacture.373

Violations of § 2319A can result in imprisonment for up to five years, and/or a
fine determined under Title Subsequent offenses carry maximum ten-year
sentences and/or fines.375 The convicted must also surrender rights to the illegal
material

Defendants convicted of trademark counterfeiting or criminal copyright infringe
ment are sentenced under § 2B5.3 of the Guidelines,37’ starting with base offense
level of six.378 If the retail value of the infringing items exceeds $2,000, the offense
level then rises as the financial loss to the victim increases, rising up to a maximum
increase of eighteen offense levels for losses exceeding $80 million.379 Retail
value of the infringing items refers to the infringing items and not of the genuine
items or materials; however, the retail value of the genuine items may be relevant
in determining that of the infringing items.38°

0. False Marking and Counterfeiting or Forging Letters Patent

False marking violations under § 292 result in maximum fines of $500 per

372. is u.s.c. § 2319bX3, 3571 b5 1994.
373. 17 u.s.c. § 506b 1994; see United States v. One Sharp Photocopier, 771 F. Supp. 980, 984 D. Minn.

1991 finding that the government is entitled to forfeiture of a copier used to illegally duplicate software
operations manual accompanying copyrighted computer software,

374. 18 u.s.c. 23l9Aa 1994 setting the sentence of fines.
375. See Id. § 2319Aa 1994 defining the offense of trafficking involving musical performances,
376, 18 u.s.c. §* 23 19Ab-c 1994 stating that defendant must relinquish rights.
377. u.s.s.o. MANiJM.App A 1998 This Lable is the same used for fraud and deceit.
378. U.S.5.O. MANUAL 2B5.3a 1998 setting the base offense level for trafficking.
379. LJ.S.S.G. MANUAL § 2B5.3b1 1998 referring to § 2F1.i table for increase in offense levels; see

tJ.S.S.G. MANUAL § 2F1. lbl 1998. The reference in § 2B5.3 to the table contained in § 2F1 .1 applies only to
the actual table, not to the entire offense guideline, meaning that enhancements contained in § 2F1.1 are not
applicable to defendants convicted of violating § 2319 or 2320. "An instruction to use a particular subsection or
the table from another offense guideline refers only to the particular subsection or table referenced, and not to the
entire offense guideline." 11.5.5.0. MfijqUAt. § IBI.5b2 1998; see also units States v. Cho, 136 F.3d 982,
98486 5th Cir. 1998 stating that § 285.3bXl makes reference only to the table in § 2F1.] and not to the
table’s prefatory sentence, stating "loss" is the offense characteristic as opposed to "retail value" in § 2B5.31b1,
which is the correct factor in determining sentence enhancement for defendant’s trademark infringement
conviction. But cf Roger J. Miner, Consdeth;g Copyright Crhnes, 42 J. coPYRIGHT Soc’v U.S.A. 303, 307
1995 criticizing the Guidelines penalties for copyright felonies as "much too low".

380. See United States v. Kim, 963 F.2d 65, 67-7t Silt Cit. 1992 holding that although the phrase "retail
value of the infringing items" in the Guidelines refers to the value of actual counterfeit items, defendant did not
provide sufficient evidence to calculate counterfeit handbags’ retail value; thus, retail value of genuine Clucci and
Vuitton handbags was relevant; cf. United States v. Larracuente, 952 F.2d 672, 674-675 2d Or, 1992 holding
"[w]here, as here, unauthorized copies are prepared with sufficient quality LO pennii their distribution through
normal retail outlets, the value of the infringing hems is their normal retail price to ultimate consumers who
purchase from such outlets," but finding that the result may be different if "infringing items were of obviously
inferior quality".
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offense,38’ where each false marking is subject to a separate fine.382 One-hall of
the proceeds from a § 292 conviction go to the citizen who brings the crime to the
attention of the government; the other half goes to the United States.383

Violations of the Letters Patent statute3M risk a maximum ten-year imprison
ment and/or385 fines pursuant to § 3571 of Title 18.386 Defendants convicted of
counterfeiting or forging letters patent are sentenced under § 2F1.1 of the
Guidelines.387

CAROL NoON,w
JEnRv RASKIN

381. 35 U.S.C. * 292a 1994 establishing fines for forgery and counterfeiting; e.g., Accent Designs. Inc. v.
Jan Jewelry Designs, Inc.. 827 F. Supp. 957,968-70 S.D.N.Y. 1993 applying § 292ays fining mechanism.

382. E.g., Krieger v. Colby, 106 F. Supp. 124, 131 S.D. Cal. 1952 imposing eight separate fines on
defendants who received shipments of goods with labels violating the predecessor to § 292. But see Sadler-Cigar,
inc. v. CoMmercial Sales Network, Inc., 786 F. Supp. 1287, 1296 ND. Ohio 1991 holding that "continuous
marldngs over a given time constitute a single offense" under § 292a.

383. 35 U.S.C. § 292b 1994; see Mainland lndu.s., Inc. v. StandaFs Patents, Ltd., 229 U.S.P.Q. SNA 43,
46 D. Ot 1985 holding that hail the fines are payable to the United States, aff’d, 799 E2d 746 Fed. Cu. 1986
overruled on other gmunds by A.C. Auckerman V. R.L. Chaides Coast. 960 F2.d 1020 Fed. C1L 1992 holding
the burden of persuasion for summary judgment in a patent infringement case does not shift by reason of the
patentte’s six-year delay in bring suit.

384. 18 U.S.C. 497 1994 letters patent statute.
385. 18 U.S.C. § 497 1994 setting imprisonment guidelines for false marking violations.
386. 18 U.S.C § 3571b 1994 outlining fines for individuals; 18 U.S.C. § 3571c 1994 setting forth

fines for organizations; 18 U.s.c § 3571d 1994 stating that fine equals twice gross gain or loss when
violators have pecuniary gain or if victim suffer loss.

387. U.S.S.G. MMUAL app. A 1998 pointing to the guidelines for forging letters patent.
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